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1 General introdution: motivations
on the extension of General
Relativity
1.1 Beyond standard General Relativity
Even if Einstein's General Relativity [1℄ ahieved a great suess (see for example the
opinion of Landau who says that General Relativity is, together with Quantum Field
Theory, the best sienti theory of all [2℄) and standed lots of experimental tests, it
also showed some shortomings and aws whih today advise theorists to ask if it is the
denitive theory of gravity [3℄. Dierently from other eld theories like the eletromag-
neti theory, General Relativity is very diult to be quantized. This fat rules out the
possibility of treating gravitation like other quantum theories, and preludes the unia-
tion of gravity with other interations. At the present time, it is not possible to realize
a onsistent Quantum Gravity Theory whih leads to the uniation of gravitation with
the other fores.
Considering an historial point of view, Einstein believed that, in the path of the
uniation of theories, quantum mehanis had to be subdued to a more general de-
terministi theory, whih he alled Generalized Theory of Gravitation, but he did not
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obtain the nal equations of suh a theory (see for example the pretty biography of
Einstein whih has been written by Pais [4℄). At the present day, this point of view is
partially shared by some theorists, starting from the Nobel Prize G. 't Hooft [5℄.
However one has to reall that, during the last 30 years, a strong and ritial disus-
sion about both of General Relativity and Quantum Mehanis has been performed by
theorists into the sienti ommunity. The rst motivation on this historial disussion
arises from the fat that one of the most important goals of Modern Physis is to ob-
tain a theory whih ould, in priniple, show the fundamental interations like dierent
forms of the same symmetry. Considering this point of view, one today observes and
tests the results of one or more breaks of symmetry. In this way, it is possible to say
that we live in an unsymmetrial world [3℄. In the last 60 years, the dominant idea has
been that a fundamental desription of physial interations arises from Quantum Field
Theory. In this tapestry, dierent states of a physial system are represented by vetors
into an Hilbert spae dened into a spaetime, while physial elds are represented by
operators (i.e. linear transformations) on suh a Hilbert spae. The problem is that
suh a Quantum Mehanis framework is not onsistent with gravitation, beause int
this ase the eld to be quantized, i.e the metri gµν , desribes both of the dynami-
al aspets of gravity and the spaetime bakground. In other words, one says that to
quantize the gravitational eld means to give a quantum-mehanial desription of the
spaetime. This is an unequaled problem in the ontext of Quantum Field Theories,
beause the other theories are funded on a xed spaetime bakground, whih is treated
like a lassial ontinuum.
Thus, at the present time an absolute Quantum Gravity Theory, whih implies a total
uniation of various interations has not been obtained. In addition, General Relativity
assumes a lassial desription of the matter whih is totally inappropriate at subatomi
sales, whih are the sales of reli Universe [3℄.
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In the uniation approahes, from a rst point of view one assumes that the observed
material elds arise from superstrutures like Higgs bosons or superstrings whih, un-
dergoing phase transitions, generated atual partiles. From another point of view, it is
assumed that geometry (for example the Rii urvature salar R) interats with ma-
terial quantum elds generating bak-reations whih modify the gravitational ation
adding interation terms (examples are high-order terms in the Rii salar and/or in
the Rii tensor and non minimal oupling between matter and gravity, see below).
Various uniation approahes have been suggested, but without palpable observative
evidenes in a laboratory environment on Earth. Instead, in Cosmology, some observa-
tive evidenes ould be ahieved with a perturbative approah [3℄. Starting from these
onsiderations, one an dene Extended Theories of Gravity those semilassial theories
where the Lagrangian is modied, in respet to the standard Einstein-Hilbert gravita-
tional Lagrangian [1, 2℄, adding high-order terms in the urvature invariants (terms like
R2, RαβRαβ , R
αβγδRαβγδ, RR, R
kR) or terms with salar elds non minimally ou-
pled to geometry (terms like φ2R) [3℄. In general, one has to emphasize that terms like
those are present in all the approahes to perform the uniation between gravity and
other interations. More, from a osmologial point of view, suh modies of General
Relativity generate inationary frameworks whih are very important as they solve lots
of problems of the Standard Universe Model (see [68℄ for a review).
In the general ontext of osmologial evidenes, there are also other onsiderations,
whih suggest an extension of General Relativity. As a matter of fat, the aelerated
expansion of the Universe, whih is today observed, shows that osmologial dynami
is dominated by the so alled Dark Energy, whih gives a large negative pressure. This
is the standard piture, in whih suh new ingredient is onsidered as a soure of the
right side of the eld equations. It should be some form of un-lustered non-zero vauum
energy whih, together with the lustered Dark Matter, drives the global dynamis. This
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is the so alled onordane model (ΛCDM) whih gives, in agreement with the CMBR,
LSS and SNeIa data, a good tapestry of the today observed Universe, but presents several
shortomings as the well known oinidene and osmologial onstant problems [6℄.
An alternative approah is hanging the left side of the eld equations, seeing if observed
osmi dynamis an be ahieved extending General Relativity [7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄. In this
dierent ontext, it is not required to nd out andidates for Dark Energy and Dark
Matter, that, till now, have not been found, but only the observed ingredients, whih
are urvature and baryoni matter, have to be taken into aount. Considering this
point of view, one an think that gravity is dierent at various sales [12℄ and a room for
alternative theories is present [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18℄. In priniple, the most popular Dark
Energy and Dark Matter models an be ahieved onsidering f(R) theories of gravity
[5, 9℄, where R is the Rii urvature salar. In this piture, even the sensitive detetors
for gravitational waves (GWs), like bars and interferometers, whose data analysis reently
started [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27℄, ould, in priniple, be important to onrm or ruling
out the physial onsisteny of General Relativity or of any other theory of gravitation.
This is beause, in the ontext of Extended Theories of Gravity, some dierenes between
General Relativity and the others theories an be pointed out starting from the linearized
theory of gravity [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44℄.
Now, let us see some issues in more detail.
One an try to tune gravity theories with the Mah Priniple. Suh a priniple tells
that a loal inertial frame is determined by the average motion of remote astrophysial
objets [3, 59℄. In this ase, the gravitational oupling ould be sale-dependent and,
then, onneted with some salar eld. An immediate onsequene is to hek the
orretness of two fundamental priniples, i.e. the Galilean Inertial Priniple and the
Einstein Equivalene Priniple. Anyway, a fundamental onstraint of every Extended
Theory is its apability to reprodue standard General Relativity results in the low-
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energy limit. Suh a limit looks well tuned with observative evidenes, even if a ritial
debate is present in this ase too. Otherwise, lots of Extended Theories of Gravity
generalize, rather than re-obtain, General Relativity results. For example, there are
ases where the PPN limit implies Yukawa orretions in the potential, i.e. exponential
terms like
U(r) = −GN
r
[1 +
∑
k
αk exp(−r/rk)]. (1.1)
Suh terms depend from the harateristi sale rk and ould give repulsion terms
whih depend from the signs of the αk. Of ourse, the standard Newtonian potential
is a partiular ase of eq. (1.1), exatly like General Relativity is a partiular ase of
Extended Theories. In addition, there are lots of observative evidenes, arising from data
of satellites whih are atually external to the Solar System, like Pioneer, Galileo and
Ulisse, whih show anomalous aelerations whih ould be, in priniple, interpreted
extending Newtonian potential [3, 13, 20, 58, 59℄. Thus, one an think that General
Relativity is well tuned with observations only into the Solar System, while it has to be
modied outside the Solar System.
In order to end our onsiderations, we have also to take into aount aestheti moti-
vations. There are not strong motivations to limit the gravitational ation to be a linear
funtion of the Rii salar, but only pratial motivations arising from the neessity of
writing down only seond order eld equations whih an re-obtain Newtonian Theory
in the low-energy limit. In this ontext, the presene of a pure divergene in the varia-
tion of the Einstein-Hilbert ation permits to obtain only seond order eld equations,
while the use of the Rii salar generates an elegant metri theory whih performs the
dynamis of the gravitational eld in terms of the metri tensor gµν . Instead, in the gen-
eralized framework of Extended Theories of Gravity, eld equations are not, in general,
seond order equations and are diult to be integrated. But these fats do not imply
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that the orret theory of gravity has to be subdue to aestheti riterions, whih, in this
ase, looks like preoneptions.
Now, signaling refs. [3℄ for further details and in-depth examinations, let us stop this
type of onsiderations and let us onsider the important problem of Quantum Gravity,
trying to understand the rule of Extended Theories of Gravity in this framework.
1.2 The Quantum Gravity problem
In the framework of the Quantum Gravity problem, Extended Theories of Gravity are
important as they represent the onnetion between the at the present time unknown
orret and denitive Theory of Gravitation and Einstein General Relativity.
The neessity to perform a orret Quantum Gravity Theory ame into existene at
the end of 50's of last entury, when sientists tried to analyze the four interations at a
fundamental level in the sense of Quantum Field Theory [3, 59, 67℄. The starting point
was to follow the same type of analysis performed onsidering the other interations:
for example, the eletromagneti theory was quantized following both of the anonial
and ovariant approahes. In the rst ase, one onsiders magneti and eletri elds
whih satisfy Unertainty Priniple and quantum states whih are funtions of invariants
gauges generated by potential vetors on 3-surfaes. Instead, in the ovariant approah,
one isolates and quantizes the two freedom degrees of the Maxwellian eld, without the
3+1 metri deomposition, and the quantum states are given by elements of the Fok
spae of photons [3, 59℄.
The two ited approahes are equivalent in the ase of eletromagneti theory, but,
when sientists tried to apply the same analysis to gravitation, they obtained deep
dierenes [3, 59, 67℄. The strongest diult is the fat that General Relativity annot
be formulated like a Quantum Field Theory on Minkowskian spaetime, as in General
Relativity a geometry a priori is not present in the spaetime bakground. In fat, the
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spaetime is the nal produt of the evolution, i.e. the dynami variable. Then, if ones
wants to introdue fundamental notions like ausality, time and evolution of the system,
he has to solve the eld equations obtaining a partiular spaetime like solution.
Let us onsider the lassial example of a Blak Hole. To understand if partiular
boundary onstrains generate a Blak Hole, one has to solve Einstein eld equations.
After this, using the ausal struture indued by the solution, one has to study the
asymptoti future metri and to onnet it to the past initial data. It is very diult
to disuss the problem from a quantum point of view. Unertainty Priniple prevents
partiles to have denite trajetories even in non-relativisti Quantum Mehanis: the
time evolution gives only an probability amplitude. In the same way, in Quantum
Gravity, the evolution of the initial state annot give a spei spaetime. Then, it is
not possible to introdue fundamental onepts like ausality, time, matrix elements and
Blak Holes.
The two ited approahes, i.e. the ovariant and anonial approahes, give dierent
solutions to these problems. Substantially, the Quantum Gravity problem is represented
exatly by this inonsisteny [3, 59, 67℄.
In the anonial approah, one uses the Hamiltonian formulation of General Relativity
[2, 3, 49, 59, 67℄ to quantize gravity. Starting by the onstrution of the mathematial
struture, one performs the physial interpretation using the anonial ommutation
relations whih lead to Unertainty Priniple. In details, one asks the ommutation
of some operators on 3-spatial manifolds and, after this, realizes a ausality notion.
In an asymptotially at bakground, one onsiders the motion whih is generated by
the Hamiltonian like a time evolution (i.e. when the bakground manifold beomes
asymptotially Minkowskian, the Hamiltonian operator beomes the generator of time
translations). Goal of the anonial approah is to save the elegant geometri nature of
General Relativity without perturbative methods.
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In the ovariant approah, standard tehniques of Quantum Field Theory are used.
The fundamental assumption is that the oneptual shortomings above ited an be
solved by splitting, with opportune autions [3, 59℄, the metri gµν in a at inemati
part ηµν and in a dynami part hµν , exatly like in the framework of gravitational waves
[2, 3, 13, 30, 31, 33, 41, 44, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 59℄, i.e.
gµν ≃ ηµν + hµν . (1.2)
The at metri gives the bakground geometry, whih is used for the denitions of
ausality, time and sattering. The dynami eld is onsidered like a bakground per-
turbation and it is the physial quantity whih will be quantized. In this ase, quanta
are spin-2 partiles, alled gravitons, whih propagate in the spaetime dened by ηµν
(this is the so-alled Feynman version of gravitation [67℄). Putting the metri gµν of eq.
(1.2) into the Hilbert-Einstein ation, one an deompose the gravitational Lagrangian
in a sum where various terms give the interations between gravitons (at various ap-
proximation orders). If the matter is present, in form of quantum elds, the interations
matter-geometry have to be onsidered too. The origin of Extended Theories of Grav-
ity, at the most fundamental level, arises exatly in this ontext. The interation terms
are analyzed using tehniques of perturbative Quantum Field Theory [3, 59℄. Suh teh-
niques have been quite valid in the analysis of others (i.e. non-gravitational) interations.
Of ourse, the intrinsi geometri fator of General Relativity is immediately loosed if
one introdues the splitting (1.2) [3, 59℄.
Both of the quantization approahes have been proposed in the 60's and 70's of last
entury. In the anonial approah the most important variables are the 3-metris on the
spatial manifolds whih are generated by folding 4-manifolds. Einstein eld equations
give ties between 3-metris and their onjugated momentum, and the Wheeler-De Witt
equation [49℄ whih is the elds evolution equation. In this way, General Relativity
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is seen like the dynamial theory of 3-metris (Wheeler's Geometrodynamis). The
anonial approah of quantization started exatly from this point of view [3, 59, 67℄.
Immediately, sientists found lots of diulties, as quantum equations imply both
of produts dened in the same spaetime event and the onstrution of distributions
without a lare physial meaning. The fundamental problem is the absene of an Hilbert
spae and, thus, of a probabilisti interpretation of the physial quantities. Another
diult is that equations have, like unknown variables, wave-funtions with innity
freedom degrees: this generates an insurmountable problem of nding solutions. As
a onsequene, only a stunted version of the anonial approah, i.e. the Quantum
Cosmology, produed interesting results, like, for example, inationary models in the
80's and 90's of last entury [3, 59, 68℄.
The ovariant approah worked parallel to partile physis as perturbation methods of
Quantum Eletrodynamis were extended to gravitation (Feynman vision of gravitation
[67℄; the word ovariant is due to the fat that, in this approah, one does not perform
the 3+1 splitting of the elds [3, 59℄). This fat allowed to analyze both of graviton-
graviton and graviton-matter eld interations [67℄, starting from the famous analysis
of De Witt, who translated Feynman's preepts into gravitation [67, 69℄.
Other steps have been the Yang and Mills theories [3, 59, 67℄. Using symmetries, suh
theories desribe in a good way strong, weak and eletromagneti interations and an be
renormalized as it is possible introduing a mass for fermions with the breaking of sym-
metry [3, 59℄. Thus, it looks quite natural treating gravitation like a Yang-Mills theory
in the ovariant perturbative approah and seeing if it an be renormalized. Unfortu-
nately, this sheme results inappliable to gravity as the theory annot be renormalized
at a one-loop level in the graviton-matter eld interation. In the ase of the graviton-
graviton interation, gravity is not renormalized at the seond loop level [3, 59℄. In
this way, onsidering high-order eets, the Yang-Mills approah to gravity implies an
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innite number of parameters, whih makes impossible preditions of the theory. This
also implies that General Relativity is not valid at high-energies (small sales), while it
is highly desriptive at low-energies (long distanes).
Thus, we need the orret gravity theory at the Plank era, while in upoming epohs
of the Universe, General Relativity an be suient (with the auxilium of some one-loop
orretion). In this prospet, one adds high-order terms and non-minimal oupling to the
standard Einstein-Hilbert ation. If the oupling onstants are appropriate, the theory
will result both renormalized and asymptotially free, i.e. without self interation terms
at high-energies.
But, there is the problem that the Hamiltonian of suh modied theories are not lim-
ited at the lower bound, i.e. they are unstable. Peuliar diulties are the violation of
the unitary harater and the non onservation of probability. To solve these shortom-
ings, a dierent framework has been proposed following the suess of the Eletroweak
Theory [70℄. In previous disussed approahes, gravity has been onsidered like self
onsistent. In a dierent way, the uniation between eletromagneti and weak inter-
ations suggested that a denitive theory ould emerge only oupling gravity with some
matter eld. In this tapestry, the most important example is Supergravity. In the rst
step of this approah, sientists believed that innities due by bosons of gravitational
eld ould, in priniple, be aneled by bosons of fermioni soures: the result ould be
a renormalized gravity theory. Instead, it has been shown that suh a renormalization
an be obtained only at the two-loop level, while problems appears again at higher-loop
level in the ase of material bodies oupled with gravitation.
Another eort arises from String Theory. In this ase the approah is totally dierent
from previous ones, as partiles are replaed by prolonged objets, i.e. the strings. In the
framework of String Theory, every physial partile (inluded the massless graviton) arise
from string interations. This theory admits only one free parameter and the ouplings
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between interations are internal. The most important onsequene is that the theory
ould desribe all the fundamental physis, beoming the Theory of Everything (TOE)
[3, 59℄. In String Theory, other important results are present: theory looks unitary
and nite from a perturbative point of view, even if there are not denitive proofs of
suh armations. In other words, perturbative series of String Theory would onverge,
having only nite terms. This fat ours beause ultraviolet divergenes are present
at small distanes, i.e. in the ase of a strong transferred momentum. As strings are
extended objets, a natural ut-o is present at string harateristi length, whih is
of the order of Plank length lp [3, 59℄. At longer sales, the eetive string ation
an be rewritten as tree-level eetive ation, whih onerns only massless modes, i.e.
salar and tensorial elds. This framework generates an eetive gravitational theory
whih is quite important in Cosmology: the String-Dilaton Gravity. In this sense and at
low-energies, even String Theory an be onsidered like an Extended Theory of Gravity.
Thus, let us resume the most important issues of the Quantum Gravity problem.
1. A onsistent, unitary and renormalized Quantum Gravity Theory does not exist
at the present time;
2. Both of the anonial and ovariant approahes have problems ad shortomings
whih forbid the realization of a Quantum Gravity Theory;
3. Even with the ited problems, it is possible to extend General Relativity with the
auxilium of high order terms in the urvature invariants or terms with salar elds
non minimally oupled to geometry.
The results of the ited tehniques are perturbative theories onsistent and renormalized
at the one-loop level.
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1.3 Phenomenology and observative onstrains on
Extended Theories of Gravity
1.3.1 Constraints on f(R) theories
Strong onstraints on f(R) theories of gravity arises from the paper of Clifton and
Barrow [103℄. In suh a work, the authors used requirements of osmology and Solar
System tests to show that modiations of Gravity in the sense of f(R) theories has to
be very weak. In partiular Clifton and Barrow analyzed the pretty theory whih arises
by a weak modiation of the standard Einstein-Hilbert ation, i.e.
S =
∫
d4x
√−gR1+ε + Lm. (1.3)
In this ase the onstrain on ε is [103℄
0 ≤ ε ≤ 7.2 ∗ 10−19. (1.4)
However, this does not implies that suh theories has to be totally banned. At the
present time the debate is open and very blazing [81, 82, 87℄.
A more reent analysis [104℄ disussed onstrains on two osmologially viable theories
arising by the ations
S =
∫
d4x
√−g{R− αRc[1− (Rc/R)2n]}+ Lm withRc ≪ R, (1.5)
and
S =
∫
d4x
√−g{R− αRc[1− (R/Rc)p}+ Lm, with 0 < p < 1. (1.6)
The severest onstrains are n ≥ 0.9 and p ≤ 7.2 ∗ 10−10 respetively [104℄.
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1.3.2 Constraints on Salar Tensor Gravity
At the present time, it looks that almost the 95% of Salar Tensor Theories of gravity
are banned by requirements of osmology and Solar System tests [67℄. However, even in
this ase, this does not implies that suh theories has to be totally banned [81, 82, 87℄.
Salar Tensor Theories of Gravity are often onstrained with the auxilium of the post-
Newtonian limit (see [13℄ for a review). Let us see a summary of how the post-Newtonian
oeients are obtained and how they an be used to onstrain the theory.
In order to t into the post-Newtonian formalism the metri and the salar eld must
be subjeted to a a perturbative expansion of the form [105℄
gµν = ηµν + hµν
ϕ = ϕ0 + δϕ (1.7)
These expansions an then be substituted in the salar tensor eld equations whih are
[13, 28℄
Gµν = −4πG˜
ϕ
T (m)µν +
ω(ϕ)
ϕ2
(ϕ;µϕ;ν − 1
2
gµνg
αβϕ;αϕ;β)
+
1
ϕ
(ϕ;µν − gµνϕ) + 1
2ϕ
gµνW (ϕ) (1.8)
with the assoiated a Klein - Gordon equation for the salar eld
ϕ =
1
2ω(ϕ) + 3
(−4πG˜T (m) + 2W (ϕ) + ϕW ′(ϕ) + dω(ϕ)
dϕ
gµνϕ;µϕ;ν. (1.9)
A diret omparison of the obtained expansion terms gives the post-Newtonian oef-
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ients (see [105℄ for details)
γ =
1 + ω
2 + ω
β = 1 +
1
(4 + 2ω)(3 + 2ω)2
dω
dϕ
(1.10)
The Brans-Dike theory [66℄ an be partiularly well onstrained by observations on-
straining the post-Newtonian oeients. For the Brans-Dike theory ω = onstant, so
β = 1 and the onstrains on γ,
γ = 1 + (2.1± 2.3) ∗ 10−5 (1.11)
from observations of the Shapiro time delay of radio signals from the Cassini spae-
probe [106℄, gives the onstrain [13, 105℄
ω > 4000. (1.12)
This onstrain is very limiting indeed for the Brans-Dike theory, but less so for
theories in whih ω is allowed to be a funtion of the salar eld [13, 28℄. For these
theories, the value of ω at past points in the Universe's history (partiularly in the early
Universe) is not too muh restritive. For further details and analysis one an see refs.
[13℄ and [105℄.
However, from the point of view of the goals of this Ph.D Thesis, we emphasize that
the various onstrains on Extended Theories of Gravity does not ban the presene of
a third polarization of gravity-waves in suh theories [13, 28, 30, 31, 38, 39, 42, 45, 107℄,
thus, gravity-waves ould be, in priniple, onsidered a further tool of investigation.
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1.4 Organization of this Ph.D Thesis
After this rst introdutory hapter, where motivations on the extension of General
Relativity have been disussed from a theoretial point of view and ompared with the
requirements of phenomenology and observations, the seond hapter will be the ore
of this Ph. D. thesis. In fat, the fundamental goal of this work is to ompute aurate
angular and frequeny dependent response funtions of interferometers for gravitational
waves arising from various Theories of Gravity, i.e. General Relativity and Extended
Theories of Gravity. In the ase of Extended Theories, both massless and massive
gravitational waves will be onsidered. It has to be emphasized that in the literature
whih ame before the papers founding this Ph. D. Thesis suh response funtions have
been omputed, in general, only in the low-frequeny approximation. The generalization
whih will be presented has been reently disussed into a part of the sienti ommunity
[67, 71, 72, 73, 78, 79, 80, 85, 87, 102, 111, 113℄. Several authors in the reent literature
emphasized the importane of the frequeny-dependent response funtions, for example
Grishhuk in [63℄, Rakhmanov in [50℄ and [74℄, Cornish in [75℄. A motivation is that, in
some partiular ases, the signal to noise ratio an improve at high frequenies [74, 93℄,
thus more preise response funtions are needed in the data analysis of suh ases. A
partiularly signiative ase is a reently proposed detetion tehnique whih looks to
frequeny bands whih are not onventional, i.e. frequeny bands whih are separated
from the usual interferometer's band by an integer number of free spetral ranges [74, 93℄.
In more detail, the Chapter 2 is organized as follows. In Setion 2.1 a disussion on
the importane of both of the weak-eld approximation and the gravitational radiation
into the framework of gravity theories will be performed. In Setion 2.2, following the
papers [44, 46, 47℄, the response funtions of interferometers to GWs arising from stan-
dard General Relativity will be omputed. In Setion 2.3 the disussion will be further
improved onsidering the important issue of the magneti omponent of gravitational
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waves, following [47, 62, 64℄. This issue arises from the enlightening analysis of Baskaran
and Grishhuk [63℄. After this, the ase of massless salar-tensor gravity will be on-
sidered in Setion 2.4, following the analysis in [28℄. In Setion 2.5 the analysis will be
extended to f(R) theories of gravity following the papers [30, 31, 44, 45℄.
In the nal Setion 2.6, a disussion of the presented results will be performed, show-
ing that, assuming an improvement in the sensitivity of advaned projets, the presented
frequeny-dependent response funtions ould, in priniple, help to disriminate between
various gravity theories, while suh a potential disrimination will be impossible onsid-
ering only the low-frequeny approximation response funtions of previous literature.
In Chapter 3 the analysis will be translated in the framework of the most important
osmologial soure of gravitational radiation, i.e. the stohasti bakground of reli
GWs. Suh a study ould appear outside ontext, but, in our personal opinion, the link
between Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 is the fat that this Ph.D Thesis has to be onsidered
an analysis of signals and interferometri response funtions, and, in a osmologial
framework, reli GWs represent the most important signal whih ould be, in priniple,
deteted.
After a haraterization of the Standard (i.e. whih arises from Einstein General
Relativity ) stohasti bakground of reli gravitational waves in Setion 3.1, also showing
that without the frequeny-dependent response funtions presented in Chapter 2 the
total signal would be overestimated, in Setion 3.2 the primordial prodution of the
salar omponent arising from massless Salar Tensor Gravity will be analyzed and
tuned with the reent WMAP data on Cosmi Bakground Radiation following the
paper [43℄. After this, in Setion 3.3 an analysis on the potential detetion of suh
a salar omponent with a ross-orrelation between two antennas will be performed.
Then, in Setion 3.4, a spei ross-orrelation between the Virgo interferometer and
the MiniGRAIL resonant sphere will be studied, following the paper [32℄, in the same
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ontext of a hypothetial detetion of the salar omponent and emphasizing that suh
a potential detetion ould be important for the viability of Salar Tensor Gravity.
In the ending Setion 3.5 we also show that a trae of f(R) theories of gravity ould
be, in priniple, present in reli GWs.
The nal Chapter 4 is dediated to onlusion remarks and aknowledgments.
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2 Response of interferometers to
gravitational waves in various
theories of gravity
2.1 The weak-eld approximation in gravity theories
and the gravitational radiation
The weak-eld approximation represents the substitution of the Newtonian approxima-
tion with a less restritive hypothesis. In this ase, even if the eld remains weak, it
an vary with time and restritions in the motion of test partiles are not present. New
physis phenomena, in respet to Newtonian approximation, like light deetion and
gravitational radiation, arises from this hypothesis. It is enlightening that, in the frame-
work of standard General Relativity, Einstein used the linearized approah in the dis-
ussion about observative preditions of the theory [1℄, while he disussed gravitational
radiation in his lassial work [57℄. Suh an approximation re-proposes the splitting
(1.2), i.e.
gµν = ηµν + hµν , (2.1)
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but with the additional assumption |hµν | ≪ 1. In other words, this approximation splits
the line element in two terms: the at Minkowskian one, i.e.
ηµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1, ) (2.2)
and a perturbation term hµν whih is assumed to be very weak and represents the
propagation of a symmetrial tensorial eld in a at bakground.
In this tapestry, the presene of gravitational radiation is partiularly relevant. As a
matter of fat, the data analysis of interferometri gravitational waves (GWs) detetors
has reently started (for the urrent status of GWs interferometers see [22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27℄) and the sienti ommunity hopes in a rst diret detetion of GWs in next
years.
Detetors for GWs will be important for a better knowledge of the Universe but, in the
framework of this Ph.D. Thesis, also to onrm or ruling out the physial onsisteny
of General Relativity or of any other theory of gravitation. The goal of this Seond
Chapter is to show that, in the ontext of Extended Theories of Gravity, some dier-
enes between General Relativity and the others theories an be pointed out starting
by the linearized theory of gravity using angular-dependent and frequeny-dependent
interferometer response funtions.
2.2 The response of interferometers in standard
General Relativity
Following [46, 47℄, we work withG = 1, c = 1 and ~ = 1 and we all h+(t+z) and h×(t+z)
the weak perturbations due to the + and the × polarizations whih are expressed in
terms of synhronous oordinates in the TT gauge. In this way, the most general GW
propagating in the z diretion an be written in terms of plane monohromati waves
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[2, 49, 50℄
hµν(t− z) = h+(t− z)e(+)µν + h×(t− z)e(×)µν
= h+0 exp iω(t− z)e(+)µν + h×0 exp iω(t− z)e(×)µν (2.3)
and, taking into aount the real parts, the orrespondent line element will be
ds2 = dt2 − dz2 − (1 + h+)dx2 − (1− h+)dy2 − 2h×dxdy. (2.4)
The world lines x, y, z = onst are timelike geodesis representing the histories of free
test masses [2, 49℄. A generalization of the analysis used for the rst time in [50℄ an
be used: the so alled bouning photon method. This method has been generalized
to salar waves, angular dependene and massive modes of GWs in [28, 30, 38, 39, 42℄.
The presented analysis is also a part of the more general problem of nding the null
geodesis of light in the presene of a weak gravitational wave [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54℄.
In this Setion, the variation of the proper distane that a photon overs to make a
round-trip from the beam-splitter to the mirror of an interferometer (see [46, 47℄ and
Figure 2.1) is omputed with the gauge hoie (2.4). With a treatment similar to the one
of [46, 47℄, the analysis is translated in the frequeny domain and the general response
funtions are obtained.
A speial property of the TT gauge is that an inertial test mass initially at rest in
these oordinates, remains at rest throughout the entire passage of the GW [46, 47,
49, 50℄. Here, the use of words at rest has to be laried: one wants to mean that
the oordinates of the test mass do not hange in the presene of the GW. The proper
distane between the beam-splitter and the mirror of the interferometer hanges even
though their oordinates remain the same [46, 47, 49, 50℄.
Let us start from the + polarization. The line element (2.4) beomes:
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Figure 2.1: Photons an be launhed from the beam-splitter to be bouned bak by the
mirror.
ds2 = −dt2 + dz2 + [1 + h+(t− z)]dx2 + [1 + h+(t− z)]dy2. (2.5)
Here the x, y, z frame is the proper frame of the propagating GW, while the arms
of the interferometer are, in general, in the
−→u and −→v diretions in respet to suh a
propagating diretion (see Figure 2.2). Then, a spatial rotation of the oordinate system
has to be performed:
u = −x cos θ cos φ+ y sin φ+ z sin θ cosφ
v = −x cos θ sinφ− y cosφ+ z sin θ sin φ
w = x sin θ + z cos θ,
(2.6)
or, in terms of the x, y, z frame:
x = −u cos θ cosφ− v cos θ sinφ+ w sin θ
y = u sinφ− v cosφ
z = u sin θ cosφ+ v sin θ sinφ+ w cos θ.
(2.7)
In this way, the GW is propagating from an arbitrary diretion
−→r to the interferometer.
The oordinate transformation for the metri tensor is [2℄:
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Figure 2.2: A GW propagating from an arbitrary diretion.
gik =
∂xi
∂x′l
∂xk
∂x′m
g′lm. (2.8)
By using eq. (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8), in the new rotated frame the line element (2.5)
in the
−→u diretion beomes (note: the v and w diretions an be negleted beause
bouning photons will be used and the photon deetion into the v and w diretions
will be at most of order h+. Then, to rst order in h+, the dv
2
and dw2 terms an be
negleted [46, 47, 50℄):
ds2 = −dt2 + [1 + (cos2 θ cos2 φ− sin2 φ)h+(t− u sin θ cos φ)]du2. (2.9)
Unlike the line element of eq. 2 in [50℄, where there is a pure time dependene beause
of the simplest geometry, in the line element (2.9) both a spatial dependene in the u
diretion and an angular dependene appear. Thus, the present analysis is more general
than the analysis in [50℄, and similar to the one in [28, 46, 47℄ for the angular response
funtions.
A good way to analyze variations in the proper distane (time) is by means of boun-
ing photons (see [28, 30, 46, 47, 50℄ and Figure 2.1). A photon an be launhed from
the beam-splitter to be bouned bak by the mirror.
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The ondition for null geodesis (ds2 = 0) in eq. (2.9) gives the oordinate veloity of
the photon:
v2 ≡
(
du
dt
)2
=
1
[1 + (cos2 θ cos2 φ− sin2 φ)h+(t− u sin θ cosφ)]
, (2.10)
whih is a onvenient quantity for alulations of the photon propagation time between
the beam-splitter and the mirror [28, 30, 46, 47, 50℄. One assumes that the beam
splitter is loated in the origin of the oordinate system (i.e. ub = 0, vb = 0, wb = 0).
The oordinates of the beam-splitter ub = 0 and of the mirror um = L do not hange
under the inuene of the GW, thus the duration of the forward trip an be written as
T1(t) =
∫ L
0
du
v(t′ − u sin θ cosφ) , (2.11)
with t′ = t− (L−u). In this last equation t′ is the delay time (i.e. t is the time at whih
the photon arrives in the position L, so L− u = t− t′).
At rst order in h+ this integral an be approximated with
T1(t) = T +
cos2 θ cos2 φ− sin2 φ
2
∫ L
0
h+(t
′ − u sin θ cos φ)du, (2.12)
where T = L is the transit time of the photon in absene of the GW. Similarly, the
duration of the return trip will be
T2(t) = T +
cos2 θ cos2 φ− sin2 φ
2
∫ 0
L
h+(t
′ − u sin θ cos φ)(−du), (2.13)
though now the delay time is t′ = t− (u− l).
The round-trip time will be the sum of T2(t) and T1[t − T2(t)]. The latter an be
approximated by T1(t−T ) beause the dierene between the exat and the approximate
values is seond order in h+. Then, to rst order in h+, the duration of the round-trip
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will be
Tr.t.(t) = T1(t− T ) + T2(t). (2.14)
By using eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) one sees immediately that deviations of this round-trip
time (i.e. proper distane) from its unperturbed value are given by
δT (t) =
cos2 θ cos2 φ− sin2 φ
2
∫ L
0
{h+ [t− 2T + u(1− sin θ cosφ)]
+h+ [t− u(1 + sin θ cosφ)]} du (2.15)
Now, using the Fourier transform of the + polarization of the eld, dened by
h˜+(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dth+(t) exp(iωt), (2.16)
the integral in (2.15) an be omputed in the frequeny domain, with the aid of the
Fourier translation and derivation theorems:
δT˜ (ω) =
1
2
(cos2 θ cos2 φ− sin2 φ)H˜u(ω, θ, φ)h˜+(ω), (2.17)
where
H˜u(ω, θ, φ) ≡ −1 + exp(2iωL)− sin θ cosφ((1 + exp(2iωL)− 2 exp iωL(1− sin θ cosφ)))
2iω(1 + sin2 θ cos2 φ)
(2.18)
and one immediately sees that H˜u(ω, θ, φ)→ L when ω → 0. Thus, dening the signal
in the u arm as
δ˜Tu(ω)
T
≡ Υ+u (ω)h˜+(ω), (2.19)
the total response funtion Υ+u (ω) of the u arm of the interferometer to the + omponent
is
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Υ+u (ω) =
(cos2 θ cos2 φ− sin2 φ)
2L
H˜u(ω, θ, φ), (2.20)
where 2L = 2T is the round-trip time of the photon in absene of gravitational waves.
An analogous analysis an be used for the arm in the
−→v diretion (see [46, 47℄ for
details) obtaining the response funtion of the v arm of the interferometer to the +
polarization:
Υ+v (ω) =
(cos2 θ sin2 φ− cos2 φ)
2L
H˜v(ω, θ, φ) (2.21)
where, now
H˜v(ω, θ, φ) ≡ −1 + exp(2iωL)− sin θ sinφ((1 + exp(2iωL)− 2 exp iωL(1− sin θ sinφ)))
2iω(1 + sin2 θ sin2 φ)
(2.22)
with H˜v(ω, θ, φ)→ L when ω → 0.
Thus, the total frequeny and angular dependent response funtion (i.e. the detetor
pattern) of an interferometer to the + polarization of the GW is:
H˜+(ω) ≡ Υ+u (ω)−Υ+v (ω)
=
(cos2 θ cos2 φ− sin2 φ)
2L
H˜u(ω, θ, φ)− (cos
2 θ sin2 φ− cos2 φ)
2L
H˜v(ω, θ, φ) (2.23)
that, in the low frequenies limit (ω → 0) gives the well known low frequeny response
funtion of [24, 25℄ for the + polarization:
H˜+(ω) =
1
2
(1 + cos2 θ) cos 2φ+O (ω) . (2.24)
The same analysis works for the × polarization (see [46, 47℄ for details in this ase
too). One obtains that the total frequeny and angular dependent response funtion of
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an interferometer to the × polarization is:
H˜×(ω) =
− cos θ cosφ sinφ
L
[H˜u(ω, θ, φ) + H˜v(ω, θ, φ)], (2.25)
that, in the low frequenies limit (ω → 0), gives the low frequeny response funtion of
[24, 25℄ for the × polarization:
H˜×(ω) = − cos θ sin 2φ+O (ω) . (2.26)
Then, it has been shown that the analysis in [28, 46, 47, 50℄ works in the omputation
of the response funtions of interferometers in the TT gauge and that the results in the
low frequeny approximation are totally onsistent with the well known results in the
literature.
Thus, it looks that the importane of the presented results arises from the fat that
the analysis alulates the limit where the wave length is shorter than the length be-
tween the splitter mirror and test masses. The signal drops o the regime, while the
alulation agrees with previous alulations for longer wave lengths. Then, in general,
the introdued response funtions are more aurate than previous alulations in the
literature. The ontribution looks important espeially in the high-frequeny portion of
the sensitivity band, where previous approximations are not suient [71, 72℄.
In fat, one an see the pronouned dierene between the low-frequeny approxima-
tion angular pattern (2.24) of the Virgo interferometer for the + polarization, whih is
shown in Figure 2.3, and the frequeny-dependent angular pattern (2.23), whih is shown
in Figure 2.4 at a frequeny of 8000 Hz, i.e. a frequeny whih falls in the high-frequeny
portion of the sensitivity band. We also reall that, even if in general the detetor sensi-
tivity drops o at high frequenies (see the ase of Virgo in gure 2.5), in some ases, the
signal to noise ratio an improve near the free spetral range of the arm avities (i.e. near
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Figure 2.3: The low-frequeny angular dependene (2.24) to the + polarization for the
Virgo interferometer
the frequeny fFSR =
1
2T
) [74, 93℄. In these ases, the use of the frequeny-dependent
angular pattern (2.23) beomes ruial. For a better haraterization of the eet, in
gure 2.6 the dierene between the low-frequeny approximation angular pattern and
the frequeny-dependent one for the + polarization is shown. The dierene between
the low-frequeny approximation angular pattern and the frequeny-dependent one is
important for the × polarization too, as it is shown in Figures 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9. Similar
gures for an be realized for LIGO too. The dierene is that the LIGO arms have a
length of 4 kilometers, while the Virgo ones have a length of 3 kilometers. The eet
sales like ωL.
The importane of more aurate response funtion in the high-frequeny portion of
the sensitivity band will be further emphasized in next Setion, where the important
issue of the Magneti omponents of gravitational-waves will be disussed.
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Figure 2.4: The angular dependene (2.23) to the + polarization for the Virgo interfer-
ometer at 8000 Hz
2.3 The magneti omponents of
gravitational-waves
Baskaran and Grishhuk have reently shown the presene and importane of the so-
alled magneti omponents of GWs, whih have to be taken into aount in the
ontext of the total response funtions (angular patterns) of interferometers for GWs
propagating from arbitrary diretions [63℄. In this Setion more detailed [79℄ angular
and frequeny dependene of the response funtions for the magneti omponents in
respet to ref. [63℄ are given in the approximation of wavelength muh larger than the
linear dimensions of the interferometer, following the lines of [47, 62, 64℄, with a spei
appliation to the parameters of the Virgo interferometer. The results of this Setion
agree with the work of [63℄ in whih it has been shown that the identiation of eletri
and magneti ontributions is unambiguous in the long-wavelength approximation. In
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Figure 2.5: Measured and design sensitivities for the urrent interferometri detetors of
gravitational waves, from ref. [110℄.
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Figure 2.6: The absolute value of the dierene between the angular pattern of the +
polarization at a frequeny of 8000 Hz and the angular pattern the + polar-
ization at a frequeny of 100 Hz for the Virgo interferometer
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Figure 2.7: The low-frequeny angular dependene to the × polarization for the Virgo
interferometer
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Figure 2.8: The angular dependene (2.25) to the × polarization for the Virgo interfer-
ometer at 8000 Hz
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Figure 2.9: The absolute value of the dierene between the angular pattern of the ×
polarization at a frequeny of 8000 Hz and the angular pattern the × polar-
ization at a frequeny of 100 Hz for the Virgo interferometer
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the high-frequeny regime the division on eletri and magneti omponents beomes
ambiguous, thus the full theory of gravitational waves, whih has been shown in previous
Setion, has to be used [47, 62, 63, 64℄. In this ase we also show that the magneti
ontribution arises diretly from the frequeny-dependent response funtions (2.23) and
(2.25).
2.3.1 Analysis in the frame of the loal observer
In a laboratory environment on Earth, the loal Lorentz frame is typially used [47, 49,
62, 63, 64℄ and the distane between any two points is given simply by the dierene in
their oordinates in the sense of Newtonian physis. In this frame, also alled the frame
of the loal observer, GWs manifest themselves by exerting tidal fores on the masses
(the mirror and the beam-splitter in the ase of an interferometer, see gure 2.1).
Motivations on the hoie of this this frame arises from the fat that one wants to be
as lose as possible to the framework of the laboratory physis [63℄. More, the analysis
of various noises (like seismi and thermal utuating fores, light pressure resulting in
ponderomotive rigidity, and radiative frition [109℄) looks simpler in this frame than in
the theoretial TT gauge [93, 109℄.
A detailed analysis of the frame of the loal observer is given in ref. [49℄, set. 13.6.
Here only the more important features of this frame are pointed out:
• the time oordinate x0 is the proper time of the observer O;
• spatial axes are entered in O;
• in the speial ase of zero aeleration and zero rotation the spatial oordinates xj
are the proper distanes along the axes and the frame of the loal observer redues
to a loal Lorentz frame: in this ase the line element reads
ds2 = −(dx0)2 + δijdxidxj +O(|xj|2)dxαdxβ; (2.27)
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• the eet of GWs on test masses is desribed by the equation for geodesi deviation
in this frame
x¨i = −R˜i0k0xk, (2.28)
where R˜i0k0 are the omponents of the linearized Riemann tensor [49℄.
Reently, the presene and importane of the so-alled magneti omponents of GWs
have been shown by Baskaran and Grishhuk that omputed the orrespondent de-
tetor patterns in the low-frequenies approximation [63℄. More detailed angular and
frequeny dependene of the response funtions for the magneti omponents have be
given in the researh papers [47, 62, 64℄ whih arises from this Ph.d Thesis, in the same
approximation, with a spei appliation to the parameters of the Virgo and LIGO
interferometers. An extension of the analysis on the magneti omponent to salar
waves an be found in [76℄, while a topial review on this important issue is in press for
Nova Siene Publishers [77℄.
Even in this Setion we work with G = 1, c = 1 and ~ = 1 but, dierently from
previous Setion, we all h+(ttt + ztt) and h×(ttt + ztt) the weak perturbations due to
the + and the × polarizations whih are expressed in terms of synhronous oordinates
ttt, xtt, ytt, ztt in the transverse-traeless (TT) gauge. This is to avoid onfusion between
the TT oordinates and the oordinates of the gauge of the loal observer. In this way,
eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) now read
hµν(ttt + ztt) = h+(ttt + ztt)e
(+)
µν + h×(ttt + ztt)e
(×)
µν
= h+0 exp iω(ttt + ztt)e
(+)
µν + h×0 exp iω(ttt + ztt)e
(×)
µν (2.29)
and
ds2 = dt2tt − dz2tt − (1 + h+)dx2tt − (1− h+)dy2tt − 2h×dxttdxtt. (2.30)
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The world lines xtt, ytt, ztt = const. are timelike geodesis representing the histories of
free test masses [47, 62, 63, 64℄. The oordinate transformation xα = xα(xβtt) from the
TT oordinates to the frame of the loal observer is [47, 62, 63, 64℄
t = ttt +
1
4
(x2tt − y2tt)h˙+ −
1
2
xttytth˙×
x = xtt +
1
2
xtth+ − 1
2
ytth× +
1
2
xttztth˙+ − 1
2
yttztth˙×
y = ytt +
1
2
ytth+ − 1
2
xtth× +
1
2
yttztth˙+ − 1
2
xttztth˙×
z = ztt − 1
4
(x2tt − y2tt)h˙+ +
1
2
xttytth˙× (2.31)
where it is h˙+ ≡ ∂h+∂t and h˙× ≡ ∂h×∂t . The oeients of this transformation (ompo-
nents of the metri and its rst time derivative) are taken along the entral word line
of the loal observer [47, 62, 63, 64℄. In ref. [51℄ it has been shown that the linear and
quadrati terms, as powers of xαtt, are unambiguously determined by the onditions of
the frame of the loal observer, while the ubi and higher-order orretions are not
determined by these onditions. Thus, at high-frequenies, the expansion in terms of
higher-order orretions breaks down [47, 62, 63, 64℄.
Considering a free mass riding on a unperturbed timelike geodesi (x = l1, y = l2,
z = l3) [47, 62, 63, 64℄, eqs. (2.31) dene the motion of this mass with respet to the
introdued frame of the loal observer. In onrete terms one gets
x(t) = l1 +
1
2
[l1h+(t)− l2h×(t)] + 1
2
l1l3h˙+(t) +
1
2
l2l3h˙×(t)
y(t) = l2 − 1
2
[l2h+(t) + l1h×(t)]− 1
2
l2l3h˙+(t) +
1
2
l1l3h˙×(t)
z(t) = l3 − 1
4[
(l21 − l22)h˙+(t) + 2l1l2h˙×(t) (2.32)
whih are exatly eqs. (13) of [63℄ rewritten using the notation of [47, 62, 64℄. In absene
of GWs the position of the mass is (l1, l2, l3). The eet of the GW is to drive the mass
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to have osillations. Thus, in general, from eqs. (2.32) all three omponents of motion
are present [47, 62, 63, 64℄. We emphasize that a longitudinal omponent of motion
is present. At the present time, this longitudinal omponent of GWs is analyzed by
sientists of the Cardi University [78, 79℄. In their opinion the magneti omponent
of gravitational waves is important not only in the ontext of the response funtions of
interferometers, but also for the determination of this longitudinal omponent, whih is
not learly visible if one uses the traditional approah to GWs [78, 79℄. This is another
motivation to say that the low-frequeny response funtion of previous literature are not
suient to desribe all the physis of gravitational radiation.
Negleting the terms with h˙+ and h˙× in eqs. (2.32), the traditional equations for
the mass motion are obtained [47, 62, 63, 64℄:
x(t) = l1 +
1
2
[l1h+(t)− l2h×(t)]
y(t) = l2 − 1
2
[l2h+(t) + l1h×(t)]
z(t) = l3 (2.33)
Clearly, this is the analogous of the eletri omponent of motion in eletrodynamis
[47, 62, 63, 64℄, while equations
x(t) = l1 +
1
2
l1l3h˙+(t) +
1
2
l2l3h˙×(t)
y(t) = l2 − 1
2
l2l3h˙+(t) +
1
2
l1l3h˙×(t)
z(t) = l3 − 1
4
(l21 − l22)h˙+(t) + 2l1l2h˙×(t) (2.34)
are the analogue of the magneti omponent of motion. One ould think that the
presene of these magneti omponents is a frame artifat due to the transformation
(2.31), but in Setion 4 of [63℄ eqs. (2.32) have been diretly obtained from the geodesi
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deviation equation too, thus the magneti omponents have a real physial signiane.
The fundamental point of [47, 62, 63, 64℄ is that the magneti omponents beome
important when the frequeny of the wave inreases, but only in the low-frequeny
regime. This an be understood diretly from eqs. (2.32). In fat, using eqs. (2.3) and
(2.31), eqs. (2.32) beome
x(t) = l1 +
1
2
[l1h+(t)− l2h×(t)] + 1
2
l1l3ωh+(ωt− π
2
) +
1
2
l2l3ωh×(ωt− π
2
)
y(t) = l2 − 1
2
[l2h+(t) + l1h×(t)]− 1
2
l2l3ωh+(ωt− π
2
) +
1
2
l1l3ωh×(ωt− π
2
)
z(t) = l3 − 1
4[
(l21 − l22)ωh+(ωt−
π
2
) + 2l1l2ωh×(ωt− π
2
) (2.35)
Thus the terms with h˙+ and h˙× in eqs. (2.32) an be negleted only when the wave-
length goes to innity [47, 62, 63, 64℄, while, at high-frequenies, the expansion in terms
of ωlilj orretions, with i, j = 1, 2, 3, breaks down [47, 62, 63, 64℄.
Now, let us ompute the total response funtions of interferometers for the magneti
omponents. Equations (2.32), that represent the oordinates of the mirror of the inter-
ferometer in presene of a GW in the frame of the loal observer, an be rewritten for
the pure magneti omponent of the + polarization as
x(t) = l1 +
1
2
l1l3h˙+(t)
y(t) = l2 − 1
2
l2l3h˙+(t)
z(t) = l3 − 1
4
(l21 − l22)h˙+(t) (2.36)
where l1, l2 and l3 are the unperturbed oordinates of the mirror.
To ompute the response funtions for an arbitrary propagating diretion of the GW,
we reall that the arms of the interferometer are in general in the
−→u and −→v diretions,
while the x, y, z frame is adapted to the propagating GW (i.e. the observer is assumed
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loated in the position of the beam splitter). Then, the spatial rotations of the oordinate
system (2.6) and (2.7) have to be performed in this ase too.
In this way, the GW is propagating from an arbitrary diretion
−→r to the interferometer
(see gure 2.2). As the mirror of eqs. (2.36) is situated in the u diretion, using eqs.
(2.36), (2.6) and (2.7) the u oordinate of the mirror is given by
u = L+
1
4
L2Ah˙+(t), (2.37)
where
A ≡ sin θ cosφ(cos2 θ cos2 φ− sin2 φ) (2.38)
and L =
√
l21 + l
2
2 + l
2
3 is the length of the interferometer arms.
The omputation for the v arm is similar to the one above. Using eqs. (2.36), (2.6)
and (2.7), the oordinate of the mirror in the v arm is:
v = L+
1
4
L2Bh˙+(t), (2.39)
where
B ≡ sin θ sinφ(cos2 θ cos2 φ− sin2 φ). (2.40)
2.3.2 The response funtion of an interferometer for the
magneti ontribution of the + polarization
Equations (2.37) and (2.39) represent the distane of the two mirrors of the interfer-
ometer from the beam-splitter in presene of the GW (i.e. only the ontribution of the
magneti omponent of the + polarization of the GW is taken into aount). They
represent partiular ases of the more general form given in eq. (33) of [63℄.
A signal an also be dened in the time domain (i.e. T = L in our notation):
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δT (t)
T
≡ u− v
L
=
1
4
L(A−B)h˙+(t). (2.41)
The quantity (2.41) an be omputed in the frequeny domain using the Fourier
transform of h+, dened by eq. (2.15), obtaining
δ˜T (ω)
T
= H+magn(ω)h˜+(ω) (2.42)
where the funtion
H+magn(ω) = −
1
8
iωL(A− B)
= −1
4
iωL sin θ
[(
cos2 θ + sin 2φ
1 + cos2 θ
2
)]
(cosφ− sin φ) (2.43)
is the total response funtion of the interferometer for the magneti omponent of the +
polarization, in perfet agreement with the result of Baskaran and Grishhuk (eqs. 46
and 49 of [63℄). In the above omputation the theorem on the derivative of the Fourier
transform has been used.
In the present work the x, y, z frame is the frame of the loal observer adapted to the
propagating GW, while in [63℄ the two frames are not in phase (i.e. in this work the
third angle is put equal to zero [28, 47, 62, 64℄.
The frequeny-dependene in the angular pattern (2.43) renders the magneti om-
ponent important in the high-frequeny portion of the interferometers sensitivity band.
Its value is shown in Figure 2.10 for the Virgo interferometer the frequeny f = 8000Hz
whih falls in suh a high-frequeny portion.
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Figure 2.10: the angular dependene of the response funtion of the Virgo interferometer
to the magneti omponent of the + polarization for f = 8000Hz
2.3.3 Analysis for the × polarization
The analysis an be generalized for the magneti omponent of the × polarization too.
In this ase, equations (2.32) an be rewritten for the pure magneti omponent of the
× polarization as
x(t+ z) = l1 +
1
2
l2l3h˙×(t+ z)
y(t+ z) = l2 +
1
2
l1l3h˙×(t+ z)
z(t+ z) = l3 − 1
2
l1l2h˙×(t+ z) (2.44)
Using eqs. (2.44), (2.6) and (2.7), the u oordinate of the mirror in the u arm of the
interferometer is given by
u = L+
1
4
L2Ch˙×(t), (2.45)
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where
C ≡ −2 cos θ cos2 φ sin θ sinφ, (2.46)
while the v oordinate of the mirror in the v arm of the interferometer is given by
v = L+
1
4
L2Dh˙×(t), (2.47)
where
D ≡ 2 cos θ cosφ sin θ sin2 φ. (2.48)
Thus, with an analysis similar to the one of previous Setions, it is possible to show
that the response funtion of the interferometer for the magneti omponent of the ×
polarization is
H×magn(ω) = −iωT (C −D)
= −iωL sin 2φ(cosφ+ sinφ) cos θ (2.49)
in perfet agreement with the result of Baskaran and Grishhuk (eqs. 46 and 50 of
[63℄).
The frequeny-dependene in the angular pattern (2.49) renders the magneti om-
ponent of the × polarization important in the high-frequeny portion of the interferom-
eters sensitivity band exatly like the magneti omponent of the + polarization. Its
value is shown in Figure 2.11 for the Virgo interferometer for the frequeny f = 8000Hz
whih falls in suh a high-frequeny portion.
2.3.4 The importane of the magneti ontribution
Following [47, 62, 63, 64℄, one sees immediately that the total frequeny-dependent
response funtion (i.e. the detetor pattern) of an interferometer to the + polarization
45
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Figure 2.11: the angular dependene of the response funtion of the Virgo interferometer
to the magneti omponent of the × polarization for f = 8000Hz
of the GW (2.23), in the low frequenies limit (ω → 0) gives, if one retains the rst two
terms of the expansion:
H˜+(ω) =
1
2
(1 + cos2 θ) cos 2φ
− 1
4
iωL sin θ
[(
cos2 θ + sin 2φ
1 + cos2 θ
2
)]
(cosφ− sin φ) +O (ω2) (2.50)
This result also onrms that the magneti ontribution to the variation of the
distane is an universal phenomenon beause it has been obtained starting from the full
theory of gravitational waves in the TT gauge [47, 62, 63, 64℄.
The same happens for the total frequeny-dependent response funtion (i.e. the de-
tetor pattern) of an interferometer to the × polarization of the GW (2.25). In this ase
one gets [47, 62, 63, 64℄:
H˜×(ω) = − cos θ sin 2φ− iωL sin 2φ(cosφ+ sinφ) cos θ +O(ω2). (2.51)
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Figure 2.12: The absolute value of the dierene between the eletri (i.e. the angular
pattern (2.24)) and magneti ontribution (i.e. the angular pattern (2.43))
of the + polarization for the Virgo interferometer at f = 8000Hz
The absolute dierene between the eletri (i.e. the angular pattern (2.24)) and
magneti ontribution (i.e. the angular pattern (2.43)) of the + polarization is shown
in Figure 2.12 for the Virgo interferometer at a frequeny f = 8000Hz. The analogous
absolute dierene is shown in Figure 2.13 for the Virgo interferometer in the ase of
the × polarization.
Thus, we have shown that the response funtions ontain ontribution from two terms:
eletri and magneti and the eletri and magneti omponents follow from series
expansion of the exat result in the full theory of gravitational waves in the TT gauge
[47, 62, 63, 64℄.
The importane of the magneti ontribution arises substantially from two motiva-
tions:
1. the magneti ontribution beomes quite important in the high-frequeny por-
tion of the interferometers sensitivity band. From the response funtions and their
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Figure 2.13: The absolute absolute value of the dierene between the eletri (i.e.
the angular pattern (2.26)) and magneti ontribution (i.e. the angular
pattern (2.49)) of the × polarization for the Virgo interferometer at f =
8000Hz
absolute dierenes, in Figures 2.10 - 2.13 it emerges learly that if one neglets
the magneti ontribution, approximately 10-15% of urrently observable signal
ould, in priniple, be lost. Thus, in the high-frequeny portion of the interfer-
ometers sensitivity band, one annot limit the data analysis onsidering only the
eletri ontribution, like in the literature before the works [47, 62, 63, 64℄.
2. the magneti ontribution is also quite important from a theoretial point of view,
as it shows the presene of a longitudinal omponent whih was not onsidered in
the literature before the works [47, 62, 63, 64℄.
Summarizing: the introdued response funtions are more aurate than previous al-
ulations in the literature. The ontribution looks important espeially in the high-
frequeny portion of the sensitivity band, where previous approximations are not su-
ient. The important analysis on the magneti omponent also shows the presene of
a longitudinal omponent totally unknown in previous works [78℄.
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Finally, we have to ite that the importane of these studies on the magneti on-
tribution of GWs has been also emphasized in [80℄.
2.4 The response of interferometers in massless
Salar-Tensor Gravity
In the salar-tensor theories of gravity both the metri tensor gµ and a fundamental
salar eld φ are involved [28, 34, 36, 37, 38℄.
The most general ation of salar-tensor theories of gravity in four dimensions is given
by [28℄
S =
∫
d4x
√−g[f(φ)R+ 1
2
gµνφ;µφ;ν − V (φ) + Lm]. (2.52)
The TT gauge an be extended to the massless ase of Salar-Tensor Gravity (see [28℄
for details on the linearized theory) obtaining [28, 34, 36℄:
hµν(t− z) = A+(t− z)e(+)µν + A×(t− z)e(×)µν + Φ(t− z)e(s)µν . (2.53)
The term A+(t − z)e(+)µν + A×(t − z)e(×)µν desribes the two standard (i.e. tensorial)
polarizations of gravitational waves whih arises from General Relativity in the TT gauge
[2, 49℄, while the term Φ(t−z)e(s)µν is the extension of the TT gauge to the salar massless
ase.
2.4.1 Generalized gauge-invariane for the interferometer
response funtion
For a purely massless salar gravitational wave (SGW) the metri perturbation (2.53)
redues to
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hµν(t− z) = Φ(t− z)e(s)µν , (2.54)
(see also [28, 34, 38, 39℄) where e
(s)
µν ≡ diag(0, 1, 1, 0), and the line element is
ds2 = −dt2 + dz2 + [1 + Φ(t− z)][dx2 + dy2]. (2.55)
Let us ompute the variation of the proper distane that a photon overs to make a
round-trip from the beam-splitter to the mirror of an interferometer with the line-element
hoie (2.55).
Re-onsidering the bouning photons treatment, we assume that both the beam-
splitter and the mirror are loated along the x axis of the oordinate system. In this
ase the interval (2.55) takes the form:
ds2 = −dt2 + [1 + Φ(t)]dx2. (2.56)
The ondition for null geodesis (ds2 = 0) gives the oordinate veloity of the photon
[28, 34, 38, 39℄
v2 ≡
(
dx
dt
)2
=
1
1 + Φ(t)
. (2.57)
Dierently from previous Setions, now we assume that the oordinates of the beam-
splitter and of the mirror are xb = l and xm = l + L respetively. They do not hanges
under the inuene of the SGW, thus, the duration of the forward trip is
T1(t) =
∫ L+l
l
dx
v(t′)
, (2.58)
with t′ = t− (l + L− x). In the last equation t′ is the delay time (see Setion 2.2).
To rst order in Φ, this integral an be approximated with
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T1(t) = T +
1
2
∫ L+l
l
Φ(t′)dx, (2.59)
where T = L is the transit time of the photon in the absene of the SGW. Similarly, the
duration of the return trip will be
T2(t) = T +
1
2
∫ l
l+L
Φ(t′)(−dx), (2.60)
though now the delay time is t′ = t− (x− l).
Thus, the round-trip time will be the sum of T2(t) and T1[t − T2(t)]. One an ap-
proximate the latter by T1(t − T ) beause the dierene between the exat and the
approximate values is seond order in Φ. Thus, to rst order in Φ, the duration of the
round-trip will be
Tr.t.(t) = T1(t− T ) + T2(t). (2.61)
By using eqs. (2.59) and (2.60) one sees immediately that deviations of this round-trip
time (i.e. proper distane) from its unperturbed value are given by
δT (t) =
1
2
∫ L+l
l
[Φ(t− 2T + x− l) + Φ(t− x+ l)]dx. (2.62)
Note: δT does not depend on l even if l expliit enters in eq. (2.62). This implies
that the result is translationally invariant (i.e. the hoie of the origin of the oordinate
system does not aet δT ).
In the ase in whih both the beam-splitter and the mirror are loated along the y
axis of the oordinate system the interval (2.55) takes the form:
ds2 = −dt2 + [1 + Φ(t)]dy2, (2.63)
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thus one an make the same analysis for the y diretion.
In this same gauge, the authors of [34℄ found δT = (1+ 1
2
Φ0)T, but with the additional
assumption that the wavelength of the SGW is muh larger than the distane between
the beam splitter and the mirror (i.e. by onsidering the amplitude of the SGW frozen
at a value Φ0).
Now, the omputation will be repeated in a dierent gauge whih was proposed in the
rst time in ref. [37℄. In this frame we onsider a purely massless SGW traveling in the
z+ diretion and ating on an interferometer whose arms are aligned along the x and z
axes. In this gauge it is
e(s)µν = ηµν , (2.64)
thus, the line element is
ds2 = (1 + Φ)(−dt2 + dz2 + dx2 + dy2). (2.65)
The line element (2.65) an be obtained from the line element (2.55) with the oordinate
transformation
dx′ = dx
dy′ = dy
dz′ =
(
1 +
1
2
Φ
)
dz − 1
2
Φdt
dt′ =
(
1 +
1
2
Φ
)
dt− 1
2
Φdz (2.66)
Eq. (2.65) an be rewritten as
(
dt
dτ
)2
−
(
dx
dτ
)2
−
(
dy
dτ
)2
−
(
dz
dτ
)2
=
1
(1 + Φ)
, (2.67)
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and, by assuming that the SGW is a plane wave funtion of t−z, the geodesi equation
of motion for the mirrors and the beam-splitter of an interferometer are obtained
d
dτ
[
(1 + Φ)
dx
dτ
]
= 0
d
dτ
[
(1 + Φ)
dy
dτ
]
= 0
d
dτ
[
(1 + Φ)
dt
dτ
]
=
1
2
(1 + Φ)−1∂t(1 + Φ)
d
dτ
[
(1 + Φ)
dz
dτ
]
= −1
2
(1 + Φ)−1∂z(1 + Φ) (2.68)
whih an be integrated obtaining [28, 34, 37℄
x(t) = x0
y(t) = y0
z(t) = z0 +
1
2
I[t− z(t)]
τ(t) = t+ z(t) (2.69)
with
I[t− z(t)] ≡
∫ −z
l−∞
Φ(u)du. (2.70)
In this gauge, the transverse oordinates are not aeted by the passage of the wave,
while the longitudinal oordinate is aeted. We have to remake that this does not mean
that the SGW has a longitudinal eet. The physial eet is determined looking at
gauge-invariant quantities like proper distanes and proper time [28, 34, 38, 39℄.
Let us start by onsidering the interval for a photon whih propagates in the x axis.
From eq. (2.65) it is
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ds2 = (1 + Φ)(−dt2) + (1 + Φ)dx2. (2.71)
Now, the ondition ds2 = 0 for null geodesis gives
dt2 = dx2. (2.72)
But here there is an important dierene from the previous gauge: the TT gauge is
a synhrony frame, a frame in whih the time oordinate t is exatly the proper time
(about the synhrony frame see Chapter 9 of [2℄). In the SNN gauge (2.65) (Note: we
all this gauge SNN from the name of the authors of [37℄, i.e. Shibata, Nakao and
Nakamura) t is only a time oordinate. The rate dτ of the proper time is related to the
rate dt of the time oordinate from [2℄
dτ 2 = g00dt
2. (2.73)
In this way, one obtains
dτ 2 = (1 + Φ)dx2, (2.74)
whih gives
dτ = ±(1 + Φ) 12dx. (2.75)
Then, to rst order in Φ, it is
τ1(t) = T +
1
2
∫ L+l
l
Φ(t′)dx (2.76)
for the forward trip, where t′ = t− (l + L− x) and
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τ2(t) = T +
1
2
∫ l
l+L
Φ(t′)(−dx) (2.77)
for the return trip, where now t′ = t− (x− l).
Equations (2.76) and (2.77) are exatly equal to equations (2.59) and (2.60). Then,
the same omputation on the TT gauge an be performed, obtaining
δτ(t) =
1
2
∫ L+l
l
[Φ(t− 2L+ x− l) + Φ(t− x+ l)]dx. (2.78)
Thus, in the x diretion of the SNN gauge, one gets the same variation of proper time
(distane) of eq. (2.62), whih was obtained in the x diretion of the TT gauge. The
same analysis an be performed for a photon whih propagates in the y axis.
Now, let us see what happens in the z oordinate. It is
ds2 = (1 + Φ)(−dt2) + (1 + Φ)dz2, (2.79)
and the ondition ds2 = 0 for null geodesis gives
dt = ±dz. (2.80)
But, from the last of eqs. (2.69) the proper time is
dτ(t) = dt+ dz, (2.81)
and, by using eq. (2.81), one gets
dτ(t) = dt∓ dt. (2.82)
Thus, it is
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τ1(t) = 0 (2.83)
for the forward trip and
τ2(t) =
∫ T
0
2dt (2.84)
for the return trip. Then
τ(t) = τ1(t) + τ2(t) = 2T. (2.85)
Thus, it is δτ = δL = 0, in perfet agreement with the result of (eq. (35) in [34℄).
Thus, in agreement with [34℄, one an say that the variation of the round trip time
(distane) for a photon traveling in the x (or y) diretion due to massless SGWs is equal
in both the TT and SNN gauges (i.e. the SGW has a transverse eet) while there is
not a longitudinal eet. The dierene from the work [34℄ is that we do not make the
additional assumption that the wavelength of the salar wave is muh larger than the
distane between the beam splitter and the mirror, i.e. the gauge invariane between
the TT and SNN gauges is generalized in its full frequeny-dependene for the rst time
in the literature.
Now, let us onsider the loal Lorentz gauge. In this partiular gauge, three dierent
eets have to be onsidered in the alulation of the variation of the round-trip time
for photons. Only onsidering all the three ontributions a perfet equivalene will be
obtained between the loal Lorentz gauge (also alled the gauge of a loal observer) and
the two gauges (the TT gauge and the SNN gauge) whih we have seen before. We
assume for simpliity that the wave is propagating in the z diretion. In this ase one
an use the equations [28℄
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x¨ =
1
2
Φ¨x (2.86)
and
y¨ =
1
2
Φ¨y. (2.87)
Equations (2.86) and (2.87) give the tidal aeleration of the test mass aused by the
SGW respetively in the x diretion and in the y diretion.
Equivalently one an say that there is a gravitational potential [2, 28, 30, 31, 38, 39,
42, 44, 47, 49℄:
V (−→r , t) = −1
4
Φ¨(t)[x2 + y2], (2.88)
whih generates the tidal fores, and that the motion of the test mass is governed by
the Newtonian equation
~¨r = −~∇V. (2.89)
The solution of eqs. (2.86) and (2.87) an be found by using the perturbation method
[2, 28, 30, 31, 38, 39, 42, 44, 47, 49℄. To rst order in Φ, the displaement of the test
mass due by SGWs are given by
δx(t) =
1
2
x0Φ(t) (2.90)
and
δy(t) =
1
2
y0Φ(t), (2.91)
where x0 and y0 are the initial (unperturbed) oordinates of the test mass. This is the
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greatest dierene between the gauge of a loal observer and the TT gauge, in whih
test masses are not moving under the inuene of the SGW.
As before, spae-time geometry will be probed by using a bouning photon. We start
by onsidering a photon whih propagates in the x axis, but the analysis is the same for
a photon whih propagates in the y axis. The unperturbed oordinates for the beam-
splitter and the mirror are xb = l and xm = l + L. Thus, the unperturbed propagation
time between the two masses is
T = L. (2.92)
From eq. (2.90) the displaements of the two masses under the inuene of the SGW
are
δxb(t) =
1
2
lΦ(t) (2.93)
and
δxm(t) =
1
2
(l + L)Φ(t). (2.94)
In this way, the relative displaement, whih is dened by
δL(t) = δxm(t)− δxb(t) = 1
2
LΦ(t), (2.95)
is independent of l and therefore independent of the hoie of the origin for these oor-
dinates. Thus, it is
δL(t)
L
=
δT (t)
T
=
1
2
Φ(t). (2.96)
But there is the problem that, for a large separation between the test masses, the
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denition (2.95) for relative displaement beomes unphysial as the two test masses are
taken at the same time and therefore annot be in a asual onnetion [28℄. The orret
denitions for the bouning photon are
δL1(t) = δxm(t)− δxb(t− T1) (2.97)
and
δL2(t) = δxm(t− T2)− δxb(t), (2.98)
where T1 and T2 are the photon propagation times for the forward and return trip
orrespondingly. Following [28℄, aording to the new denitions, the displaement of
one test mass is ompared with the displaement of the other at a later time to allow for
nite delay from the light propagation. The propagation times T1 and T2 in eqs. (2.97)
and (2.98) an be replaed with the nominal value T beause the test mass displaements
are already rst order in Φ. Thus, the total hange in the distane between the beam
splitter and the mirror, in one round-trip of the photon, is
δLr.t.(t) = δL1(t− T ) + δL2(t)
= 2δxm(t− T )− δxb(t)− δxb(t− 2T ) , (2.99)
and in terms of the amplitude of the SGW:
δLr.t.(t) = (l + L)Φ(t− T )− 1
2
lΦ(t)− 1
2
lΦ(t− 2T ). (2.100)
Note that δLr.t.(t) is not translation ally invariant: this is the prie one has to pay for
satisfying the ausality ondition.
The hange in distane (2.100) lead to hanges in the round-trip time for photons
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propagating between the beam-splitter and the mirror:
δ1T (t)
T
= Φ(t− T )− l
2L
[Φ(t)− 2Φ(t− T )− Φ(t− 2T )]. (2.101)
In the last alulation (variations in the photon round-trip time whih ome from
the motion of the test masses induted by the SGW), we impliitly assumed that the
propagation of the photon between the beam-splitter and the mirror of the interferometer
is uniform as if it were moving in a at spae-time. But the presene of the tidal fores
indiates that the spae-time is urved [28℄. As a result, two additive eets after the
rst disussed have to be onsidered: the seond requires spaial separation, the third
ours at a single point in spae [28, 38, 39℄.
For the seond eet, let us onsider the interval for photons propagating along the
x-axis
ds2 = g00dt
2 + dx2. (2.102)
The ondition for a null trajetory (ds = 0) gives the oordinate veloity of the photons
v2 ≡ (dx
dt
)2 = 1 + 2V (t, x), (2.103)
whih to rst order in Φ is approximated by
v ≈ ±[1 + V (t, x)], (2.104)
with + and − for the forward and return trip respetively. Again, if one knows the
oordinate veloity of the photon, the propagation time for its traveling between the
beam-splitter and the mirror an be dened:
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T1(t) =
∫ xm(t)
xb(t−T1)
dx
v
(2.105)
and
T2(t) =
∫ xb(t)
xm(t−T2)
(−dx)
v
. (2.106)
The alulations of these integrals would be ompliated as the boundaries of them
are hanging with time:
xb(t) = l + δxb(t) (2.107)
and
xm(t) = l + L+ δxm(t). (2.108)
But, to rst order in Φ, these ontributions an be approximated by δL1(t) and δL2(t)
(see eqs. (2.97) and (2.98)). Thus, the ombined eet of the varying boundaries is given
by δ1T (t) in eq. (2.101). Then, only the times for photon propagation between the xed
boundaries l and l + L have to be alulated. We will denote suh propagation times
with ∆T1,2 to distinguish from T1,2. In the forward trip, the propagation time between
the xed limits is
∆T1(t) =
∫ l+L
l
dx
v(t′, x)
≈ T −
∫ l+L
l
V (t′, x)dx, (2.109)
where t′ is the delay time whih orresponds to the unperturbed photon trajetory,
t′ = t− (l + L− x).
Similarly, the propagation time in the return trip is
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∆T2(t) = T −
∫ l
l+L
V (t′, x)dx, (2.110)
where now the delay time is given by t′ = t− (x− l).
The sum of ∆T1(t − T ) and ∆T2(t) give the round-trip time for photons traveling
between the xed boundaries. Then, the deviation of this round-trip time (distane)
from its unperturbed value 2T is
δ2T (t) = −
∫ l
l+L
[V (t− 2T + x− l, x) + V (t− x+ l, x)]dx, (2.111)
and, using eq. (2.88), it is
δ2T (t) =
∫ l
l+L
[Φ¨(t− 2T + x− l) + Φ¨(t− x+ l)]x2dx. (2.112)
Thus, at this point, the total round-trip proper distane in presene of the SGW is:
T = 2T + δ1T + δ2T. (2.113)
At last, the third eet has to be onsidered. We reall that loks at dierent plaes
run dierently [2℄. In the alulation of the photon round trip time, eq. (2.113), we have
impliitly assumed that the time is measured with the lok at the origin, x = 0. But
the photon trajetories begin and end at a nite distane l away from the origin (i.e.
the loation of the beam-splitter). In this way, the readings of time beome dependent
on this distane. To avoid the problem let us measure time with the lok loated at
the beam-splitter. The rate dt3 of the lok whih is loated at x is related to the rate
dt of the lok at the origin of the oordinate system by
dt23 = g00(t, x)dt
2, (2.114)
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whih is the proper time at this point of the spae.
Thus, by putting x = l in eq. (2.114), it is
T3r.t(t) =
∫ t
t−Tr.t.
√
g00(t′, l)dt
′. (2.115)
In this way, by using eq. (2.88), the variation of the round-trip time to rst order in
Φ is
δ3T (t) ≈
∫ t
t−Tr.t.
V (t′, l)dt′ = −l2[Φ˙(t)− Φ˙(t− 2T )]. (2.116)
Note: this eet is equal to zero if one puts the beam-splitter in the origin of the
oordinate system, like in Setion 2.2. We have onsidered the eet in this ase for
ompleteness.
At the and it is
T − 2T = δ1T + δ2T + δ3T = δT. (2.117)
Now, one has to show that δT in eq. (2.117) is equal to δT in eqs. (2.62) and (2.78).
Even in this ase, it is simpler to make this alulation in the frequeny domain by using
the Fourier transform of the salar eld dened by
Φ˜(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dtΦ(t) exp(iωt). (2.118)
Now, by using denition (2.118), from eqs. (2.62) and (2.78) it is
δT˜ (ω)
T
= Υ(ω)Φ˜(ω), (2.119)
where Υ(ω) is the response of an arm of the interferometer to SGWs in the TT and in
the Shibata, Nakao and Nakamura gauge:
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Υ(ω) =
exp(2iωT )− 1
2iωT
. (2.120)
From eqs. (2.101), (2.111) and (2.116) it is, for i = 1, 2, 3,
δiT˜ (ω)
T
= Υi(ω)Φ˜(ω), (2.121)
with
Υ1(ω) = exp(iωT )− l
L
[exp(iωT )− 1]2
Υ2(ω) =
1
2iωT
[exp(2iωT )− 1]− exp(iωT ) (2.122)
+
l
L
[exp(iωT )− 1]2 + iωT ( l
L
)2[exp(2iωT )− 1] (2.123)
Υ3(ω) = −iωT ( l
L
)2[exp(2iωT )− 1] (2.124)
Then, from eqs. (2.122-2.123-2.124) it is simple to get
Υ(ω) = Υ1(ω) + Υ1(ω) + Υ3(ω) (2.125)
Thus, the signal an be written exatly like eq. (2.119), obtaining the result that the
signal in an arm of the interferometer, loated in the x or y axis, due to a SGW propa-
gating in the z diretion, is invariant in the three gauges whih have been seen: the TT
gauge, the SNN gauge and the loal Lorentz gauge (the gauge of a loal observer ).
One has to emphasize that the quantity (2.125) is now translationally invariant: when
the three dierent eets are taken into aount, one retrieves the translational invariane
whih was missed in eq. (2.100) [28, 38, 39℄.
Thus, following the papers [28, 38℄, we have shown the gauge invariane between the
TT, the Lorentz and SNN gauges in its full frequeny-dependene. This result is totally
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original in respet to previous literature.
2.4.2 Angular pattern for the salar massless omponent
The analysis in Setion 2.2 on the angular patterns an be extended to the salar polar-
ization (2.54) following the analysis in [28, 32℄. Even in this ase, one realls that the
arms of the interferometer are in the
−→u and −→v diretions, while the x, y, z frame of eq.
(2.55) is adapted to the propagating SGW. Then, the spatial rotation of the oordinate
system of eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) is needed in this ase too. Thus, using eqs. (2.55) and
(2.8) one gets
ds2 = −dt2 + [1 + (1− sin2 θ cos2 φ)Φ(t− u sin θ cosφ)]du2. (2.126)
The bouning photons method is totally equivalent to the one used in Setion 2.2
(see [28, 32℄ for details). One obtains that the total frequeny and angular dependent
response funtion of an interferometer to the salar polarization (2.54) is:
H˜(ω) =
sin θ
2iωL
{cosφ[1 + exp(2iωL)− 2 exp iωL(1 + sin θ cosφ)]+
− sinφ[1 + exp(2iωL)− 2 exp iωL(1 + sin θ sinφ)]} . (2.127)
2.4.3 Disussion
Note: in the papers [28, 32℄, the frequeny and angular dependent response funtion
(2.127) appear for the rst time in the literature of SGWs. Eq. (2.127) is also in perfet
agreement with the detetor pattern of [34℄ and [65℄ in the low frequenies limit (ω → 0):
H˜(ω) = − sin2 θ cos 2φ+O(ω). (2.128)
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Figure 2.14: The low-frequeny angular dependene to the third salar massless polar-
ization for the Virgo interferometer
The presented results look omfortable sine they show the realisti possibility to de-
tet salar gravitational waves in dierent gauges at every frequeny [73℄. Thus, it looks
that the presented ontribution is important espeially in the high-frequeny portion of
the sensitivity band, where previous approximations are not suient [73℄. In fat, even
in this ase, one an see the dierene between the low-frequeny approximation angular
pattern (2.128) of the Virgo interferometer for the salar polarization, whih is shown
in Figure 2.14, and the frequeny-dependent angular pattern (2.128), whih is shown in
Figure 2.15 at a frequeny of 8000 Hz, i.e. a frequeny whih falls in the high-frequeny
portion of the sensitivity band. Even in this ase, for a better haraterization of the
eet, in gure 2.16 the dierene between the low-frequeny approximation angular
pattern and the frequeny-dependent one for the third salar polarization is shown.
From these Figures, the fat that the signal drops o the regime at high frequenies is
partiularly evident.
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Figure 2.15: The angular dependene to the third salar massless polarization for the
Virgo interferometer at 8000 Hz
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Figure 2.16: The dierene between the low-frequeny approximation angular pattern
and the frequeny-dependent one for the third salar polarization
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2.5 The response of interferometers in f(R) Theories
of Gravity
The rst and simplest f(R) high order gravity theory was proposed by Starobinsky [48℄,
who disussed the ation
S =
∫
d4x
√−g(R+ αR2) + Lm. (2.129)
The prodution and the potential detetion of GWs from this theory has been analyzed
in [45℄. In [21℄ it has been also shown that, from this partiular linearized theory, it is
possible to obtain an osillating model of Universe.
Another example is the ation
S =
∫
d4x
√−gR−1 + Lm. (2.130)
This ation has been analyzed in a osmologial ontext in [60℄, while the GWs ase
has been analyzed in [30℄. In [20℄ it has been also shown that this theory ould, in
priniple, be onneted with the Dark Matter and Pioneer anomaly problems.
In both of referenes [30℄ and [45℄ the linearized theory and gauge transformations
generated the line element
hµν(t, z) = A
+(t− z)e(+)µν + A×(t− z)e(×)µν + hf(t− vGz)ηµν . (2.131)
Note: the same line element arises also from massive Salar Tensor Gravity (see [34℄ for
details). This is another impliation of the equivalene between Salar Tensor Gravity
and f(R) Theories of Gravity.
One has also to emphasize that the most important ritiism on the two theories
(2.129) and (2.130) arises from the fat that they are banned by requirements of os-
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mology and Solar System tests. However, in the ase of GWs, the line element (2.131)
has been reently obtained for the pretty viable theory of eq. (1.3) in the First Chapter
too [107℄ and we are aware that suh a line element an be also obtained by linearizing
the two osmologially viable theories (1.5) and (1.6).
The term A+(t − z)e(+)µν + A×(t − z)e(×)µν desribes the two standard polarizations of
gravitational waves whih arise from General Relativity, while the term hf(t− vGz)ηµν
is the massive eld arising from the high order theory. vG represents the speed of
propagation of the GW, whih has been onsidered like a wave-paket [30, 45℄.
In other words, the non linear funtion of the Rii salar generates a third massive
polarization for gravitational waves whih is not present in standard General Relativity
(see [30℄ and [45℄ for details in the omputations).
2.5.1 The presene of a longitudinal fore
The analysis of the two standard polarization is well known in the literature [2, 49, 50℄.
For a the pure polarization arising from the f(R) theory eq. (2.131) an be rewritten as
hµν(t− vGz) = hf (t− vGz)ηµν (2.132)
and the orrespondent line element is the onformally at one
ds2 = [1 + hf(t− vGz)](−dt2 + dz2 + dx2 + dy2). (2.133)
But, it has been previous realled that, in a laboratory environment on Earth, the loal
Lorentz frame is typially used and the distane between any two points is given simply
by the dierene in their oordinates in the sense of Newtonian physis s.
Thus, even in this ase, to study the eet of the massive gravitational wave on test
masses, R˜i0k0 has to be omputed in the proper referene frame of the loal observer. But,
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beause the linearized Riemann tensor R˜µνρσ is invariant under gauge transformations
[30, 49℄, it an be diretly omputed from eq. (3.22).
From [49℄ it is:
R˜µνρσ =
1
2
{∂µ∂βhαν + ∂ν∂αhµβ − ∂α∂βhµν − ∂µ∂νhαβ}, (2.134)
that, in the ase eq. (3.22), begins
R˜α0γ0 =
1
2
{∂α∂0hfη0γ + ∂0∂γhfδα0 − ∂α∂γhfη00 − ∂0∂0hfδαγ }; (2.135)
the dierent elements are (only the non zero ones will be written):
∂α∂0hfη0γ =
 ∂
2
t hf for α = γ = 0
−∂z∂thf for α = 3, γ = 0
(2.136)
∂0∂γhfδ
α
0 =
 ∂
2
t hf for α = γ = 0
∂t∂zhf for α = 0; γ = 3
(2.137)
−∂α∂γhfη00 = ∂α∂γhf =

−∂2t hf for α = γ = 0
∂2zhf for α = γ = 3
−∂t∂zhf for α = 0; γ = 3
∂z∂thf for α = 3; γ = 0
(2.138)
−∂0∂0hfδαγ = −∂2t hf for α = γ . (2.139)
Now, putting these results in eq. (2.135), one gets:
R˜1010 = −
1
2
h¨f
R˜2020 = −
1
2
h¨f
R˜3030
1
2
hf . (2.140)
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But, putting the eld equation for the salar omponent whih is [28, 30, 39, 42, 45℄
hf = m
2hf , (2.141)
in the third of eqs. (2.140), it is
R˜3030 =
1
2
m2hf , (2.142)
whih shows that the eld is not transverse.
In fat, using eq. (2.28), it results
x¨ =
1
2
h¨fx, (2.143)
y¨ =
1
2
h¨fy (2.144)
and
z¨ = −1
2
m2hf(t− vGz)z. (2.145)
Then, the eet of the mass is the generation of a longitudinal fore (in addition to
the transverse one). Note that in the limit m→ 0 the longitudinal fore vanishes. The
presene of suh a longitudinal fore has been shown for the rst time in the literature
in the paper [30℄, whih arises from this Ph.d Thesis, in the ase of f(R) Theories of
Gravity. This fat has been also reently emphasized in Part VI, Setion D of [113℄.
2.5.2 The longitudinal response funtion
Before starting the analysis, it has to be disussed if there are limitations oming from
phenomenology to the mass of the GW [30, 39, 45℄. Treating salars like lassial waves,
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that at oherently with the interferometer, it has to be m ≪ 1/L , where L = 3 kilo-
meters in the ase of Virgo and L = 4 kilometers in the ase of LIGO [23, 24, 25, 26, 27℄.
Thus, it has to be approximately m < 10−9eV . However, there is a stronger limitation
oming from the fat that the GW needs a frequeny whih falls in the frequeny-
range for earth based gravitational antennas, that is the interval 10Hz ≤ f ≤ 10KHz
[23, 24, 25, 26, 27℄. For a massive GW, from [28, 30, 39, 42, 45℄ it is:
2πf = ω =
√
m2 + p2, (2.146)
were p is the momentum. Thus, it needs
0eV ≤ m ≤ 10−11eV. (2.147)
For these light salars, their eet an be still disussed as a oherent GW.
The frequeny-dependent response funtion, for a massive mode of gravitational radi-
ation, has been obtained for the rst time in the literature in [30℄ for the partiular ase
f(R) = R−1 with a further generalization of the bouning photon method. But, with
the aim to do not inationate too muh suh a method, here the omputation will be
performed with another treatment, following the ase of the theory (2.129), whih has
been analyzed in [45℄.
Eq. (2.133) an be rewritten as
(
dt
dτ
)2
−
(
dx
dτ
)2
−
(
dy
dτ
)2
−
(
dz
dτ
)2
=
1
(1 + hf )
, (2.148)
where τ is the proper time of the test masses.
From eqs. (2.133) and (2.148=0) the geodesi equations of motion for test masses (i.e.
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the beam-splitter and the mirrors of the interferometer), an be obtained
d2x
dτ 2
= 0
d2y
dτ 2
= 0
d2t
dτ 2
=
1
2
∂t(1 + hf )
(1 + hf)2
d2z
dτ 2
− 1
2
∂z(1 + hf)
(1 + hf )2
. (2.149)
The rst and the seond of eqs. (2.149) an be immediately integrated obtaining
dx
dτ
= C1 = const. (2.150)
dy
dτ
= C2 = const. (2.151)
In this way, eq. (2.148) beomes
(
dt
dτ
)2
−
(
dz
dτ
)2
=
1
(1 + hf )
. (2.152)
If we assume that test masses are at rest initially we get C1 = C2 = 0. Thus we
see that, even if the GW arrives at test masses, we do not have motion of test masses
within the x−y plane in this gauge. We ould understand this diretly from eq. (2.133)
beause the absene of the x and of the y dependene in the metri implies that test
masses momentum in these diretions (i.e. C1 and C2 respetively) is onserved. This
results, for example, from the fat that in this ase the x and y oordinates do not
expliitly enter in the Hamilton-Jaobi equation for a test mass in a gravitational eld
[2℄.
Now we will see that, in presene of the GW, we have motion of test masses in the
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z diretion whih is the diretion of the propagating wave. An analysis of eqs. (2.149)
shows that, to simplify equations, we an introdue the retarded and advaned time
oordinates (u, v):
u = t− vGz
v = t+ vGz.
(2.153)
From the third and the fourth of eqs. (2.149) we have
d
dτ
du
dτ
=
∂v[1 + hf(u)]
(1 + hf(u))2
= 0. (2.154)
This equation an be integrated obtaining
du
dτ
= α, (2.155)
where α is an integration onstant. From eqs. (2.152) and (2.155), we also get
dv
dτ
=
β
1 + hf
(2.156)
where β ≡ 1
α
, and
τ = βu+ γ, (2.157)
where the integration onstant γ orresponds simply to the retarded time oordinate
translation u. Thus, without loss of generality, we an put it equal to zero. Now, let us
see what is the meaning of the other integration onstant β. We an write the equation
for z from eqs. (2.155) and (2.156):
dz
dτ
=
1
2β
(
β2
1 + hf
− 1
)
. (2.158)
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When it is hf = 0 (i.e. before the GW arrives at the test masses) eq. (2.158) beomes
dz
dτ
=
1
2β
(β2 − 1). (2.159)
But this is exatly the initial veloity of the test mass, thus we have to hoose β = 1
beause we suppose that test masses are at rest initially. This also implies α = 1.
To nd the motion of a test mass in the z diretion we see that from eq. (2.157) we
have dτ = du, while from eq. (2.156) we have dv = dτ
1+hf
. Beause it is vGz =
v−u
2
we
obtain
dz =
1
2vG
(
dτ
1 + hf
− du
)
, (2.160)
whih an be integrated like
z = z0 +
1
2vG
∫
(
du
1 + hf
− du)
= z0 − 1
2vG
∫ t−vGz
−∞
hf(u)
1 + hf (u)
du , (2.161)
where z0 is the initial position of the test mass. Now, the displaement of the test
mass in the z diretion an be written as
∆z = z − z0 = − 1
2vG
∫ t−vGz0−vG∆z
−∞
hf(u)
1 + hf (u)
du
≃ − 1
2vG
∫ t−vGz0
−∞
hf (u)
1 + hf(u)
du (2.162)
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We an also rewrite the results in funtion of the time oordinate t:
x(t) = x0
y(t) = y0
z(t) = z0 − 1
2vG
∫ t−vGz0
−∞
hf(u)
1 + hf (u)
d(u)
τ(t) = t− vGz(t) (2.163)
Calling l and L + l the unperturbed positions of the beam-splitter and of the mirror
and using the third of eqs. (2.163) the varying position of the beam-splitter and of the
mirror are given by
zBS(t) = l − 1
2vG
∫ t−vGl
−∞
hf(u)
1 + hf (u)
d(u)
zM (t) = L+ l − 1
2vG
∫ t−vG(L+l)
−∞
hf (u)
1 + hf (u)
d(u) (2.164)
But we are interested in variations in the proper distane (time) of test masses, thus,
in orrespondene of eqs. (2.164), using the fourth of eqs. (2.163), we get
τBS(t) = t− vGl − 1
2
∫ t−vGl
−∞
hf(u)
1 + hf (u)
d(u)
τM (t) = t− vGL− vGl − 1
2
∫ t−vG(L+l)
−∞
hf (u)
1 + hf (u)
d(u) (2.165)
Then, the total variation of the proper time is given by
△τ(t) = τM(t)− τBS(t) = vGL− 1
2
∫ t−vG(L+l)
t−vGl
hf(u)
1 + hf (u)
d(u). (2.166)
In this way, realling that in the used units the unperturbed proper distane (time) is
T = L, the dierene between the total variation of the proper time in presene and the
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total variation of the proper time in absene of the GW is
δτ(t) ≡ △τ(t)− L = −L(vG + 1)− 1
2
∫ t−vG(L+l)
t−vGl
hf(u)
1 + hf (u)
d(u). (2.167)
This quantity an be omputed in the frequeny domain, dening the Fourier trans-
form of hf like
h˜f(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt hf(t) exp(iωt), (2.168)
and using the translation and derivation Fourier theorems, obtaining
δτ˜ (ω) = L(1− v2G) exp[iωL(1 + vG)] +
L
2ωL(v2G − 1)2
× {exp[2iωL](vG + 1)3(−2i+ ωL(vG − 1) + 2L exp[iωL(1 + vG)]
× (6ivG + 2iv3G − ωL+ ωLv4G) + L(vG + 1)3(−2i+ ωL(vG + 1))
}
h˜R (2.169)
A signal an be also dened:
S˜(ω) ≡ δτ˜(ω)
L
= (1− v2G) exp[iωL(1 + vG)] +
1
2ωL(v2G − 1)2
× {exp[2iωL](vG + 1)3(−2i+ ωL(vG − 1) + 2 exp[iωL(1 + vG)]
× (6ivG + 2iv3G − ωL+ ωLv4G) + (vG + 1)3(−2i+ ωL(vG + 1))
}
h˜R (2.170)
Then, the funtion
Υl(ω) ≡ (1− v2G) exp[iωL(1 + vG)] +
1
2ωL(v2G − 1)2
× {exp[2iωL](vG + 1)3(−2i+ ωL(vG − 1) + 2 exp[iωL(1 + vG)]
× (6ivG + 2iv3G − ωL+ ωLv4G) + (vG + 1)3(−2i+ ωL(vG + 1))
}
(2.171)
is the response funtion of an arm of the interferometer loated in the z-axis, due to the
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Figure 2.17: the absolute value of the longitudinal response funtion (2.171) of the Virgo
interferometer (L = 3Km) to a GW arising from the R2 high order gravity
theory and propagating with a speed of 0.1c (non relativisti ase).
longitudinal omponent of the massive gravitational wave arising from the high order
gravity theory and propagating in the same diretion of the axis. For vG → 1 it is
Υl(ω)→ 0.
In gures 2.17, 2.18 and 2.19 are shown the response funtions (2.171) for an arm
of the Virgo interferometer (L = 3Km) for vG = 0.1 (non-relativisti ase), vG = 0.9
(relativisti ase) and vG = 0.999 (ultra-relativisti ase). We see that in the non-
relativisti ase the signal is stronger as it ould be expeted (for m → 0 we expet
Υl(ω) → 0). In gures 2.20, 2.21, and 2.22 the same response funtions are shown for
the LIGO interferometer (L = 4Km).
It is very important to emphasize that, dierently from the response funtions of mass-
less gravitational waves, this longitudinal response funtion inreases with frequeny, i.e.
the presene of the mass prevents signal to drop o the regime in the high-frequeny
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Figure 2.18: the absolute value of the longitudinal response funtion (2.171) of the Virgo
interferometer (L = 3Km) to a GW arising from the R2 high order gravity
theory and propagating with a speed of 0.9 (relativisti ase).
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Figure 2.19: the absolute value of the longitudinal response funtion (2.171) of the Virgo
interferometer (L = 3Km) to a GW arising from the R2 high order gravity
theory and propagating with a speed of 0.999 (ultra relativisti ase).
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Figure 2.20: the absolute value of the longitudinal response funtion (2.171) of the LIGO
interferometer (L = 4Km) to a GW arising from the R2 high order gravity
theory and propagating with a speed of 0.1c (non relativisti ase).
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Figure 2.21: the absolute value of the longitudinal response funtion (2.171) of the LIGO
interferometer (L = 4Km) to a GW arising from the R2 high order gravity
theory and propagating with a speed of 0.9c (relativisti ase).
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Figure 2.22: the absolute value of the longitudinal response funtion (2.171) of the LIGO
interferometer (L = 4Km) to a GW arising from the R2 high order gravity
theory and propagating with a speed of 0.999c (ultra relativisti ase).
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portion of the sensitivity band. Thus, onsidering suh a high-frequeny portion of
the sensitivity band beomes fundamental if interferometers would detet massive GWs.
This results is totally new in respet to previous literature. Even this fat has been
emphasized in Part VI, Setion D of [113℄.
2.5.3 Disriminating the polarizations
For a better understanding of the longitudinal fore, let us analyze the eet on test
masses in the ontext of the geodesi deviation from a dierent point of view. Following
[31℄ one puts
R˜i0j0 =
1
2

−∂2t 0 0
0 −∂2t 0
0 0 m2
hf (t, z) = −12Tij∂2t hf + 12Lijm2hf . (2.172)
Here the transverse projetor with respet to the diretion of propagation of the GW n̂,
dened by
Tij = δij − n̂in̂j , (2.173)
and the longitudinal projetor dened by
Lij = n̂in̂j (2.174)
have been used. In this way, the geodesi deviation equation (2.28) an be rewritten like
d2
dt2
xi =
1
2
∂2t hfTijxj −
1
2
m2hfLijxj . (2.175)
Thus, it appears lear what was laimed in previous Setions: the eet of the mass
present in the GW generates a longitudinal fore proportional to m2 whih is in addition
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to the transverse one.
Now, let us analyze the detetability of the polarization (2.135) from another point
of view, i.e. omputing the pattern funtion of a detetor to this massive omponent.
One has to reall that, in the low-frequeny approximation, it is possible to assoiate
to a detetor a detetor tensor that, for an interferometer with arms along the uˆ e vˆ
diretions with respet the propagating gravitational wave (see gure 2 in Setion 2), is
dened by [31, 34, 35, 46℄
Dij ≡ 1
2
(vˆivˆj − uˆiuˆj). (2.176)
If the detetor is an interferometer, the signal indued by a gravitational wave of a
generi polarization, here labeled with s(t), is the phase shift, whih is proportional to
[31, 34, 35, 46℄
s(t) ∼ DijR˜i0j0 (2.177)
and, using equations (2.172), one gets
s(t) ∼ − sin2 θ cos 2φ. (2.178)
The angular dependene (2.178) is dierent from the two well known standard ones
arising from general relativity whih are, respetively (1+ cos2 θ) cos 2φ for the + polar-
ization and − cos θ sin 2φ for the × polarization (see [31, 34, 35, 46, 47℄ and Chapter 2).
Thus, in priniple, the angular dependene (2.178) ould be used to disriminate among
the three dierent polarizations of eq. (2.131), if present or future detetors will ahieve
a high sensitivity.
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2.6 Disussion on the results
We are aware that the fundamental, atual sienti goal of GWs interferometers is
the rst diret detetion of GWs [86℄. However, several sientists hope that detetors
for GWs will be important for a better knowledge of the universe and also to onrm
or ruling out the physial onsisteny of General Relativity or of any other theory of
gravitation [55, 56, 67, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 87℄. This is beause, assuming that advaned
projets on the detetion of GWs will improve their sensitivity allowing to perform a
GWs astronomy, some dierenes between General Relativity and the others theories
ould be pointed out starting by the linearized theory of gravity and using angular-
dependent and frequeny-dependent interferometer response funtions. This is exatly
the strongest motivation of this Ph.D Thesis. Let us see if suh a disrimination will be
possible with the auxilium of the presented response funtions.
1. The low frequeny angular dependene (2.128) for massless SGWs from Salar
Tensor Gravity is equal to the low frequeny angular dependene (2.178) for mas-
sive SGWs arising from f(R) theories and massive Salar Tensor Gravity. Thus, it
is not possible to disriminate between massless and massive salar gravitational
waves in the low-frequeny approximation. This disrimination is, in priniple,
possible only if one ompares the frequeny-dependent massless response fun-
tion (2.127) with the frequeny-dependent massive response funtion (2.171) and
with a further generalization of this response funtion to the angular dependene.
2. The analysis of the magneti ontributions whih has been presented shows that
a longitudinal omponent of motion is present even in GWs arising from standard
General Relativity. This longitudinal omponent was totally unknown in the lit-
erature before the papers on whih this Ph.d Thesis is based. In other words,
with previous low-frequeny approximations one annot see suh a longitudinal
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omponent.
3. Again, to understand if a longitudinal omponent arises from the magneti on-
tributions of massless waves or from the longitudinal omponent of massive GWs
from Extended Theories of Gravity one has to ompare the response funtions
(2.23), (2.25) and (2.127) with the frequeny-dependent massive response funtion
(2.171). An understanding of suh a longitudinal omponent is totally impossible
with the low-frequeny response funtions in previous literature.
4. Dierently from the response funtions of massless gravitational waves, the lon-
gitudinal response funtion of massive salar gravitational waves inreases with
frequeny, i.e. the presene of the mass prevents signal to drop o the regime in
the high-frequeny portion of the sensitivity band. Thus, onsidering suh a high-
frequeny portion of the sensitivity band beomes fundamental if interferometers
would detet massive GWs.
Summarizing: even if disriminating between various theories remains quit diult,
the presented results open the possibility of better onstraining General Relativity and
understanding if gravitational waves are massless or massive with more aurate response
funtions in respet to previous approximations. Suh results also better haraterize
the longitudinal omponent of GWs.
We also hope in further aurate studies in this diretion.
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3 Signatures of Extended Theories
of Gravity in Reli Gravitational
Waves?
The most important goal of this third Chapter is to show that the primordial part of
the Stohasti Bakground of GWs ould have, in priniple, some trae of Extended
Theories of Gravity.
3.1 The Stohasti Bakground of Gravitational
Waves in Standard General Relativity
Very important in a osmologial senario is the onept of Stohasti Bakground of
GWs [33, 41, 43, 46, 88, 89, 90, 91℄.
Roughly speaking, these are GWs that are produed by a very large number of weak,
independent and unresolved soures. A stohasti bakground of GWs ould be the
result of proesses that took plae in a time very lose to the Plank era (the primordial
prodution proess for the massless salar omponent of GWs will be examined in Setion
3.2). But it ould be due to more reent proesses too. An example an be radiation from
many unresolved binary systems like neutron stars, white dwarfs and blak holes. These
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more reent ontributions ould overwhelm the primordial parts of the bakground. In
this ontext we know that, in any ase, the properties of the radiation will be strongly
dependent upon the soure. For example, a stohasti bakground of reli GWs is
expeted to be isotropi, while gravitational radiation derived by binary systems in our
galaxy would be highly anisotropi. Thus, we have to see the output of our detetors
before taking a deision between these two possibilities [46℄.
In whih sense soures of the stohasti bakground are unresolved an be understood
making an analogy with optial soures. In the study of an optial soure, somewhere in
the sky, using a telesope with a ertain angular resolution, details of the soure an be
resolved if the angular resolution of our telesope is smaller than the angular size of the
features of the soure. In the ase of Virgo (and similar experiments like the two LIGO),
the angular size of the detetor pattern is of order 90◦. Thus, almost any soure ould
make a signiant ontribution to the detetor strain for almost any orientation of both
detetor and soure, and the soures are unresolved. When lots of soures that give a
ontribution are present, even if they are point-like, the resulting signal is stohasti.
Thus, in this senario, it is simple to understand the fundamental importane of the
angular pattern of a detetor.
Let us see what happens in a detetor. The total output of the antenna S(t) is in
general of the form
S(t) = s(t) + n(t), (3.1)
where n(t) is the noise and s(t) is the ontribution to the output due to the gravitational
waves.
For an interferometer with equal arms of length L (3 kilometers in the ase of Virgo)
in the u− v plane, it is
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s(t) =
δLu(t)− δLv(t)
L
, (3.2)
where δLu,v are the displaements produed by gravitational waves. In the TT gauge the
total perturbation of a gravitational wave propagating in the positive
−→z = zΩˆ diretion
and with a wave front parallel to the x− y plane is given by (see [46℄ and Setion 2.2)
hαβ(t− z) = h+(t− z)e+αβ(Ωˆ) + h×(t− z)e×αβ(Ωˆ), (3.3)
where e+αβ(Ωˆ) and e
×
αβ(Ωˆ) are the two polarizations [46℄:
e+αβ = xˆ
αxˆβ − yˆαyˆβ (3.4)
e×αβ = xˆ
αxˆβ + yˆαyˆβ. (3.5)
It is also known that the relation between the output s(t) and the total signal of
gravitational waves hab(t) in the TT gauge has the form [46℄
s(t) = Dabhab(t), (3.6)
where Dab is the detetor tensor of Setion 2.5. For an interferometer with arms along
the uˆ e vˆ diretions (not neessarily orthogonal) we an use the denition (2.176).
Thus, in the ase of the stohasti bakground of gravitational waves, the equation
hab(t,
−→x ) = 1
2π
∑
A
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
∫
S2
dΩˆh˜A(ω, Ωˆ) exp iω(t− Ωˆ · −→x )eAab(Ωˆ) (3.7)
an be used for the total signal [46, 88, 89, 90, 91℄, where
Ωˆ = cosφ sin θxˆ+ sinφ sin θyˆ + cos θzˆ, (3.8)
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with
dΩˆ = d cos θdφ (3.9)
and
eAab(Ωˆ) ≡ [e+ab(Ωˆ), e×ab(Ωˆ)], (3.10)
are the two polarizations (3.4) and (3.5).
Putting
−→x = 0 in our expansion (i.e. the oordinates of the detetor are in the origin
of our system), we obtain
s(t) =
1
2π
∑
A
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
∫
S2
dΩˆh˜A(ω, Ωˆ) exp(iωt)D
abeAab(Ωˆ). (3.11)
The orrespondent equation in the frequeny domain is also given by:
S˜(ω) = Dabh˜ab(ω), (3.12)
whih an be rewritten as
S˜(ω) =
∫
S2
dΩˆh˜A(ω, Ωˆ)D
abeAab(Ωˆ). (3.13)
The quantity
FA(Ω) ≡ DabeAab(Ωˆ) = Tr{De}, (3.14)
is alled detetor pattern.
Thus, using eqs. (3.4), (3.5) and (2.176), ombined with eq. (3.14) it is simple to
obtain
F+(Ω) =
1
2
(1 + cos2 θ) cos 2φ (3.15)
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F×(Ω) = − cos θ sin 2φ (3.16)
These detetor patterns for dierent polarizations of GWs are exatly the same whih
have been found in Setion 2.2, i.e. eqs. (2.24) and (2.26).
But, from Setion 2.2, we know that there is a problem: eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) are not
the general form of the detetor patterns, but they are only a good approximation for long
wavelengths (i.e. the wavelength of the wave is muh larger than the linear dimension
of the interferometer) [15℄. In this approximation the detetor an be onsidered point
like when a gravitational wave is arriving (i.e. we an see the wave frozen at a value
h0). Thus, the total signal of eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) is overestimated. With the auxilium
of the frequeny dependent pattern funtions of Setion 2.2 the approximate eqs. (3.13)
and (3.11) an be generalized with, respetively,
S˜(ω) =
∫
S2
dΩˆ[H˜×(ω)h˜× + H˜+(ω)h˜+] (3.17)
and
s(t) =
1
2π
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
∫
S2
dΩˆ[H˜×(ω)h˜× + H˜+(ω)h˜+] exp(iωt), (3.18)
where H˜+ and H˜× have been obtained in eqs. (2.23) and (2.25) respetively.
Even suh orret (i.e. without any approximation) results are original in respet
to previous literature. Although detetion of suh early universe signals are unlikely
early soures, the phenomenologial ontribution looks important in this ase too. In
partiular, the analysis alulates the limit where the wavelength is shorter than the
length between the splitter mirror and test masses. The signal drops o the regime,
while the alulation agrees with previous alulations for longer wave lengths [71℄ .
However, one has to reall that a onrete possibility to the detet the stohasti
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bakground implies a ross-orrelation between two o more detetors [93℄. This ross-
orrelation has been largely studied in the literature, see for example [88, 89, 90, 91℄,
starting from the original propose of the well known overlap redution funtion in [94℄
and espeially in the ase of standard General Relativity. In this ontext, we emphasize
that, at the present day, in the omputations about the overlap redution funtion, the
low-frequeny approximation angular patterns are in general used. We hope in further
studies whih will permit a better haraterization of the overlap redution funtion
using the frequeny-dependent angular patterns that have been presented in this Ph. D
Thesis [93℄. In this ase, it looks that suh orretions ould be important in the analysis
of the anisotropies of the stohasti bakground [93, 112℄.
In the following Setions, after the analysis of the primordial prodution of reli GWs
in massless Salar Tensor Gravity, whih will be performed following [43℄, the signal
to noise ratio in the general ase of two antennas orrelation for the detetion of a
stohasti bakground of salar waves will be omputed following [98, 108℄, while the
overlap redution funtion will be used to study a ross orrelation between the Virgo
interferometer and the MiniGRAIL resonant sphere [96, 97℄ following [32℄.
3.2 Reli Gravitational Waves in massless Salar
Tensor Gravity
3.2.1 The primordial prodution
In this Setion, a standard physial proess, whih ould have taken plae in the early
Universe, giving rise to a harateristi spetrum Ωsgw for the early stohasti bak-
ground of reli salar GWs, will be examined. In the literature before the papers found-
ing this Ph.D thesis, suh a physial proess has been analyzed in two ways respetively
in [90℄ and [98℄ but only for the tensorial omponents of eq. (2.51). Now, following [43℄,
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the proess will be further improved showing the primordial prodution of the salar
omponent of reli GWs that is admitted by massless Salar Tensor Gravity (see Se-
tion 2.4) while in the mentioned previous works only tensorial omponents arising from
standard General Relativity were onsidered.
Before starting the analysis, one has to emphasize that, onsidering a stohasti bak-
ground of salar GWs, it an be desribed in terms of the salar eld Φ in eq. (2.51) in
Setion 2.4, and haraterized by a dimensionless spetrum [43℄
Ωsgw(f) ≡ 1
ρc
dρsgw
d ln f
, (3.19)
where
ρc ≡ 3H
2
0
8G
(3.20)
is the (atual) ritial density energy, ρc of the Universe.
The existene of a reli stohasti bakground of salar GWs is a onsequene of
quite generals assumptions. Essentially it derives from Salar Tensor Gravity and basi
priniples of quantum eld theory. The strong variable gravitational eld of the early
universe amplies the inevitable zero-point quantum osillations of the gravitational
waves and produes reli GWs. It is well known that the detetion of reli GWs is the
only way to learn about the evolution of the very early universe, up to the bounds of the
Plank epoh and the initial singularity [33, 41, 43, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 94, 95, 98℄. It is very
important emphasizing the unavoidable and fundamental harater of this mehanism.
The model derives from the standard inationary senario for the early universe [68℄,
whih will be used, beause the WMAP data are in agreement with it (exponential
ination, spetral index ≈ 1, [100, 101℄). It will be shown that, in its simplest version,
this senario is onstrained by the Cosmi Bakground Radiation (CBR) observational
data of WMAP.
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Inationary models of the early Universe were studied extensively in the early and
middles 1980's [68℄, starting from an idea of A. A. Starobinsky [48℄ and A. Guth [99℄.
Generally speaking, these are osmologial models in whih the Universe undergoes a
brief phase of a very rapid expansion in early times. In this ontext the expansion
ould be power-law or exponential in time. Inationary models have some nie prop-
erties and are simple and highly preditive, provide solutions to the horizon, atness
and monopole problems, and are also in good agreement with WMAP observations of
the spetrum of temperature perturbations in the CBR [100, 101℄. A remarkable fat
about the inationary senario is that it ontains a beautiful mehanism whih reates
perturbations in all elds. Important for our goals is that this mehanism also provides
a distintive spetrum of reli salar GWs. These perturbations in inationary osmol-
ogy arise from the most basi quantum mehanial eet: the unertainty priniple. In
this way, the spetrum of reli GWs that we ould detet today is nothing other than
adiabatially-amplied zero-point utuations [33, 41, 43, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 94, 95, 98℄.
Now, the alulation for a simple inationary model will be shown for the salar part
of eq. (2.51), improving the work in [90℄ and [98℄, where the omputation has been made
only for the tensorial part of eq. (2.51).
It will be assumed that the universe is desribed by a simple osmology in two stages,
an inationary De Sitter phase and a radiation dominated phase [33, 41, 43℄. The line
element of the spaetime is given by
ds2 = a2(η)[−dη2 + d−→x 2 + hµν(η,−→x )dxµdxν ], (3.21)
where, for a purely salar GW, the metri perturbation (2.131) redues to
hµν = Φe
(s)
µν , (3.22)
In the De Sitter phase (η < η1) the equation of state is P = −ρ = const, a(η) =
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η21η
−1
0 (2η1 − η)−1 and the Hubble onstant is given by Hds = cη0/η21[41, 43℄.
In the radiation dominated phase (η > η1) the equation of state is P = ρ/3, a(η) =
η/η0 and the Hubble onstant is given by H = cη0/η
2
[41, 43℄.
Expressing the sale fator in terms of omoving time dened by
cdt = a(t)dη (3.23)
one gets
a(t) ∝ exp(Hdst) (3.24)
during the De Sitter phase, and
a(t) ∝ √t (3.25)
during the radiation dominated phase. In order to obtain a solution for the horizon and
atness problems one needs [68℄
a(η0)
a(η1)
> 1027.
The reli salar GWs are the weak perturbations hµν(η,
−→x ) of the metri (3.22) that
an be written in the form
hµν = e
(s)
µν (kˆ)X(η) exp(
−→
k · −→x ), (3.26)
in terms of the onformal time η where
−→
k is a onstant wave vetor and
Φ(η,
−→
k ,−→x ) = X(η) exp(−→k · −→x ). (3.27)
By putting Y (η) = a(η)X(η) and with the standard linearized alulation in whih the
onnetions (i.e. the Cristoel oeients), the Riemann tensor, the Rii tensor and
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the Rii salar urvature are found, from Friedman linearized equations we get that the
funtion Y (η) satises the equation
Y ′′ + (|−→k |2 − a
′′
a
)Y = 0 (3.28)
where
′
denotes derivative with respet to the onformal time. Clearly, this is the
equation for a parametrially perturbed osillator.
The solutions of eq. (3.28) give the solutions for the funtion X(η), that an be
expressed in terms of elementary funtions simple ases of half integer Bessel or Hankel
funtions [41, 43℄ in both of the inationary and radiation dominated eras:
for η < η1
X(η) =
a(η1)
a(η)
[1 +Hdsω
−1] exp−ik(η − η1), (3.29)
for η > η1
X(η) =
a(η1)
a(η)
[α exp−ik(η − η1) + β exp ik(η − η1), (3.30)
where ω = ck/a is the angular frequeny of the wave (that is funtion of the time
beause of the onstany of k = |−→k |), α and β are time-independent onstants whih we
an obtain demanding that both X and dX/dη are ontinuous at the boundary η = η1
between the inationary and the radiation dominated eras of the osmologi expansion.
With this onstrain it is
α = 1 + i
√
HdsH0
ω
− HdsH0
2ω2
(3.31)
β =
HdsH0
2ω2
(3.32)
In eqs. (3.31) and (3.32) ω = ck/a(η0) is the angular frequeny that would be observed
today, and H0 = c/η0 is the Hubble expansion rate that would be observed today.
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Calulations like this are referred in the literature as Bogoliubov oeient methods
[41, 43℄.
In an inationary senario any lassial or marosopi perturbations are damped out
by the period of ination i.e. the minimum allowed level of utuations is that required
by the unertainty priniple. The hoie of the solution (3.29) orresponds preisely to
this De Sitter vauum state [41, 43℄. Then, if the period of ination was long enough,
the observable properties of the Universe today should be indistinguishable from the
properties of a Universe started in the De Sitter vauum state.
In the radiation dominated phase the eigenmodes whih desribe partiles are the
oeients of α, and these whih desribe antipartiles are the oeients of β [41, 43℄.
Thus, the number of reated partiles of angular frequeny ω in the radiation dominated
phase is given by
Nω = |βω|2 =
(
HdsH0
2ω2
)2
. (3.33)
Now, it is possible to write down an expression for the energy density of the stohasti
salar reli gravitons bakground in the frequeny interval (ω, ω + dω) like
dρsgw = 2~ω
(
ω2dω
2π2c3
)
Nω =
~H2dsH
2
0
4π2c3
dω
ω
=
~H2dsH
2
0
4π2c3
df
f
. (3.34)
Eq. (3.34) an be rewritten in terms of the present day and the De Sitter energy-
density of the universe. For the Hubble expansion rates it is
H20 =
8πGρc
3c2
, H2ds =
8πGρds
3c2
. (3.35)
Introduing the Plank density
ρP lanck ≡ c
7
~G2
(3.36)
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the spetrum is given by
Ωsgw(f) =
1
ρc
dρsgw
d ln f
=
f
ρc
dρsgw
df
=
16
9
ρds
ρP lanck
. (3.37)
Now, some appropriate omments have to be inluded. First, the alulation works
for a very simplied model that does not inlude the matter dominated era. If this era
is also inluded the redshift has to be onsidered. An enlightening omputation parallel
to the one in [98℄ gives
Ωsgw(f) =
16
9
ρds
ρP lanck
(1 + zeq)
−1, (3.38)
for the waves whih at the time in whih the Universe was beoming matter dominated
had a frequeny higher than Heq, the Hubble onstant at that time. This orresponds to
frequenies f > (1+ zeq)
1/2H0, where zeq is the redshift of the Universe when the matter
and radiation energy density were equal. The redshift orretion in equation (3.38) is
needed beause the Hubble parameter, whih is governed by Friedman equations, should
be dierent from the observed one H0 for a Universe without matter dominated era.
At lower frequenies the spetrum is given by [41, 43℄
Ωsgw(f) ∝ f−2. (3.39)
Seond, let us note that the results (3.37) and (3.38), whih are not frequeny de-
pendent, does not truly apply in all the range of physial frequenies. For waves with
frequenies less than H0 today, the notion of energy density has no sense, beause the
wavelength beomes longer than the sale of the Universe. In analogous way, at high fre-
quenies there is a maximum frequeny above whih the spetrum drops to zero rapidly.
In the above alulation, the simple assumption that the phase transition from the in-
ationary to the radiation dominated epoh is instantaneous has been made. In the real
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Universe this proess ours over some time sale ∆τ , and above a frequeny
fmax =
a(t1)
a(t0)
1
∆τ
, (3.40)
whih is the red shifted rate of the transition, Ωsgw drops rapidly. These two utos
(low and high frequenies) to the spetrum guarantee that the total energy density of
the reli salar gravitons is nite. For GUT energy-sale ination it is [68℄
ρds
ρP lanck
≈ 10−12. (3.41)
3.2.2 Tuning with WMAP data
It is well known that WMAP observations put strongly severe restritions on the spe-
trum. In g. 3.1 the spetrum Ωsgw is mapped : the amplitude is hosen (determined by
the ratio ρds/ρP lanck) to be as large as possible, onsistent with the WMAP onstraints on
salar perturbations. These onstrains gives [100, 101, 114, 115℄ Ωscalar(H0) < 9 ∗ 10−11.
Nevertheless, beause the spetrum falls o ∝ (f0/feq)2 ≈ 3.6 ∗ 10−4 at low frequenies,
where f0 and feq are the frequenies whih orresponds to the Hubble radius at present
time and at the era of the matter-radiation transition respetively, it means that today,
at LIGO-Virgo and LISA frequenies (indiate by the lines in g. 3.1),
Ωsgw(f)h
2
100 < 3.2 ∗ 10−14. (3.42)
It is interesting to alulate the orrespondent strain at ≈ 100Hz, where interferom-
eters like Virgo and LIGO have a maximum in sensitivity. The well known equation for
the harateristi amplitude [7, 10, 11℄ adapted for the salar omponent of GWs an be
used:
100
Φc(f) ≃ 1.26 ∗ 10−18(1Hz
f
)
√
h2100Ωsgw(f), (3.43)
obtaining
Φc(100Hz) < 2.2 ∗ 10−27. (3.44)
Then, beause we expet a sensitivity of the order of 10−22 for our interferometers at
≈ 100Hz, we need to gain ve order of magnitude. Let us analyze smaller frequenies
too. The sensitivity of the Virgo interferometer is of the order of 10−21 at ≈ 10Hz and
in that ase it is
Φc(100Hz) < 2.2 ∗ 10−26, (3.45)
thus, we need to gain ve order of magnitude in this ase too.
We emphasize that the proess of ampliating quantum utuations has been adapted
to massless SGWs for the rst time in the literature in the two papers [41, 43℄ whih
arises from this Ph.D Thesis.
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Figure 3.1: The spetrum of reli salar GWs in inationary models is at over a wide
range of frequenies. The horizontal axis is log10 of frequeny, in Hz. The
vertial axis is log10Ωgsw. The inationary spetrum rises quikly at low
frequenies (wave whih reentered in the Hubble sphere after the Universe
beame matter dominated) and falls o above the (appropriately red shifted)
frequeny sale fmax assoiated with the fastest harateristi time of the
phase transition at the end of ination. The amplitude of the at region
depends only on the energy density during the inationary stage; we have
hosen the largest amplitude onsistent with the WMAP onstrains on salar
perturbations. This means that at LIGO and LISA frequenies, Ωsgw <
3.2 ∗ 10−14
3.3 The signal to noise ratio in the two antennas
orrelation for the detetion of a stohasti
bakground of salar waves
To gain the four order of magnitude we need both of a better sensitivity in GWs antennas
and a ross-orrelation between two or more detetors.
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For the rst goal we an only hope in a better sensitivity of advaned projets, while
for the seond goal now we will study a generi two antennas orrelation for the detetion
of a stohasti bakground of salar waves.
Interating with a stohasti bakground, the omplex Fourier amplitude Φ˜ an be
treated as a random variable with zero mean value in a way similar to [98, 108℄ in the
Fourier domain. By assuming that the stohasti bakground is isotropi and stationary,
the ensemble average of the produt of two Fourier amplitudes an be written as
< Φ˜∗(f, Ωˆ)Φ˜(f ′, Ωˆ′) >= δ(f − f ′)δ2(Ωˆ, Ωˆ′)S˜Φ(f), (3.46)
where Ωˆ is a unit vetor speifying the propagation diretion, and, using the expliit
denition of the spetrum (3.19) [98, 108℄,
S˜Φ(f) =
3H20Ωsgw(f)
8π3f 3
. (3.47)
The optimal strategy for a potential detetion of a stohasti bakground requires the
ross orrelation of at last two detetors with unorrelated noises ni(t), i = 1, 2 [98, 108℄.
Given the two outputs over a total observation time T ,
si(t) = S
i
Φ(t) + ni(t), (3.48)
a signal S an be onstruted:
S =
∫ T/2
−T/2
s1(t)s2(t
′)Q(t− t′), (3.49)
where Q is a suitable lter funtion, usually hosen to optimize the signal to noise ratio
(SNR) [98, 108℄
SNR =< S > /∆S. (3.50)
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In the above equation ∆S is the variane of S. By assuming that the observation time
is muh larger than the temporal distane between the two detetors for whih Q is not
zero, in the frequeny domain it is
< S >=
H20
5π2
T ∗Re
{∫ ∞
0
df
θ(f)Q˜(f)Ωsgw(f)γ(f)
f 3
}
, (3.51)
where θ(f) is the Heaviside step funtion and γ(f) the so - alled overlap redution
funtion [94℄ adapted to salar waves [32, 95℄.
For the omputation of the variane we assume that, in eah detetor, the noise is
muh greater than the strain due to SGWs, obtaining
∆S2 ≃ T
2
∫ ∞
0
dfP1(|f |)P2(|f |)|Q˜(f)|2, (3.52)
where Pi(|f |) is the one-sided power spetral density of the i detetor [98, 108℄.
Introduing the inner produt
(a, b) ≡ Re
{∫ ∞
0
dfa(f)b(f)P1(f)P2(f)
}
, (3.53)
the squared SNR an be rewritten as
(SNR)2 = 2T (
H20
5π2
)2
(Q˜, θ(f)Q˜(f)Ωsgw(f)γ(f)
f3P1(|f |)P2(|f |)
)
(Q˜, Q˜)
. (3.54)
The above ratio is maximal for
Q˜ = k
θ(f)Q˜(f)Ωsgw(f)γ(f)
f 3P1(|f |)P2(|f |) , (3.55)
and with this optimal hoie the signal to noise ratio beomes [98, 108℄
(SNR) =
√
2T
H20
5π2
√∫ ∞
0
df
Ω2sgw(f)γ
2(f)
f 6P1(|f |)P2(|f |) . (3.56)
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3.4 The Virgo - MiniGRAIL ross orrelation for the
detetion of salar gravitational waves
Now, following [32℄, the analysis of [34℄ , where a ross orrelation between the Virgo
interferometer and a hypothetial resonant sphere in Frasati, near Rome, was studied,
will be generalized for a real detetor, the MiniGRAIL sphere [96, 97℄.
In [34℄ the overlap redution funtion for SGWs has been omputed generalizing the
well known Flanagan's overlap redution funtion for ordinary (tensorial) GWs dened
in [94℄.
In the ross orrelation between a sphere and an interferometer, the monopole mode
of a resonant sphere is espeially interesting, beause it annot be exited by tensorial
waves [32℄.
The authors of [34℄ found the relation (see eq. (56) of [34℄)
Γ(f) = (sin2 θ cos 2φ)j2(2πfd). (3.57)
In our ase j2 is the seond spherial Bessel funtion and θ and φ are the angular
oordinates of the MiniGRAIL sphere in respet to the Virgo interferometer (see gure
3.2).
In eq. (3.57) the low frequenies approximation (2.128) has been used. MiniGRAIL
works in the frequeny range between 2670−3130Hz [18, 19℄ with a resonane frequeny
of about 2900Hz, and, beause the angular pattern in the Virgo- MiniGRAIL diretion is
almost onstant in this range (gure 3.3), the funtion j2(2πfd) is a good approximation
for the frequeny dependene of the overlap redution funtion.
In gure 3.4 the frequeny dependene of the overlap redution funtion for the ap-
proximate distane between the loation of the Virgo interferometer and the loation
of the MiniGRAIL resonant sphere in the MiniGRAIL frequeny range is shown. The
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Figure 3.2: The Virgo-MiniGRAIL ross 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Figure 3.3: the absolute value of the total response funtion of the Virgo interferometer
to SGWs for the Virgo- MiniGRAIL diretion.
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Figure 3.4: the frequeny dependene of the Virgo-MiniGRAIL overlap redution fun-
tion in the MiniGRAIL frequeny range
loation of MiniGRAIL is Lat. N 52.16, Lon E 4.48, while the loation of Virgo is Lat.
N 43.63, Lon E 10.50 and the Virgo-MiniGRAIL distane is about 1090 km. Figure 3.4
shows that the overlap redution funtion for the Virgo - MiniGRAIL ross orrelation
is very small, but there is a maximum at about 2710Hz. Approximately this maximum
is reahed when
(
f
2710Hz
)(
d
1090km
) ≃ 1. (3.58)
The above analysis of the Virgo-MiniGRAIL ross-orrelation whih performed the
maximum (3.58) is totally original with respet previous literature. In partiular the
results look important beause a hypothetial detetion of a monopole mode with the
MiniGRAIL sphere ould be a strong argumentation on the viability of Salar-Tensor
Theories of Gravity beause suh a monopole mode annot be exited by tensorial waves
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[102℄.
3.5 Reli gravity-waves and f(R) theories
Now, the ampliation of vauum utuation proess, whih has been onsidered in
Subsetion 3.21 for salar waves, will be re-analyzed from another point of view, with
a onformal treatment that follows the lines of [33, 41℄. The goal of this new analysis
is to shown that, in priniple, a trae of f(R) theories ould be present in reli GWs.
This analysis has reently raised a debate into the sienti ommunity [82, 85, 113℄.
Speaking of whih, we would like to emphasize that we are aware of the fat that more
interesting analysis ould arise from others observative evidenes, like, for example, the
WMAP data. But, we also think that, from the point of view of this Ph.d , the following
analysis is due for ompleteness.
GWs are the perturbations hαβ of the metri gαβ whih transform like three-tensors.
Following [33, 41℄, the GW-equations in the TT gauge are
hji = 0, (3.59)
where  ≡ (−g)−1/2∂α(−g)1/2gαβ∂β is the usual d'Alembert operator and these equa-
tions are derived from the Einstein eld equations dedued from the Hilbert Lagrangian
density L = R [33, 41℄. Clearly, matter perturbations do not appear in (3.59) sine salar
and tensor perturbations do not ouple with tensor perturbations in Einstein equations.
The Latin indies run from 1 to 3, the Greek ones from 0 to 3. Our task is now to derive
the analogous of eqs. (3.59) assuming a generi theory of gravity given by the ation
A =
1
2k
∫
d4x
√−gf(R), (3.60)
where, for a sake of simpliity, we have disarded matter ontributions. A onformal
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analysis will help in this goal. In fat, assuming the onformal transformation
g˜αβ = e
2Φgαβ (3.61)
where the onformal resaling
e2Φ = f ′(R) (3.62)
has been hosen being the prime the derivative with respet to the Rii urvature
salar and Φ the onformal salar eld, we obtain the onformally equivalent Hilbert-
Einstein ation in the Einstein frame (the starting frame, i.e. the frame before the
onformal transformation, was the Jordan frame. Even if matter ontributions have
been disarded, one assumes the matter minimally oupled to the the metri in the
starting Jordan frame [85℄.
A =
1
2k
∫
d4x
√
−g˜[R˜+ L(Φ,Φ;α)], (3.63)
where L(Φ,Φ;α) is the onformal salar eld ontribution derived from
R˜αβ = Rαβ + 2(Φ;αΦ;β − gαβΦ;δΦ;δ − 1
2
gαβΦ
;δ
;δ) (3.64)
and
R˜ = e−2Φ(R− 6Φ− 6Φ;δΦ;δ). (3.65)
In any ase, as we will see, the L(Φ,Φ;α)-term does not aet the GWs-tensor equations
so it will not be onsidered any longer. However, the salar omponent in GWs has
been largely onsidered in previous analysis in this Chapter, thus here we will take into
aount only the genuine tensor part of stohasti bakground arising from standard
General Relativity in the following disussion.
Starting from the ation (3.63) and deriving the Einstein-like onformal equations,
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the GWs equations are
˜h˜ji = 0, (3.66)
expressed in the onformal metri g˜αβ. Sine no salar perturbation ouples to the tensor
part of gravitational waves it is
h˜ji = g˜
ljδg˜il = e
−2Φglje2Φδgil = h
j
i , (3.67)
whih means that hji is a onformal invariant.
As a onsequene, the plane wave amplitude hji = h(t)e
j
i exp(ikix
j), where eji is the
polarization tensor, are the same in both metris. In any ase the d'Alembert operator
transforms as
˜ = e−2Φ(+ 2Φ;α∂;α) (3.68)
and this means that the bakground is hanging while the tensor wave amplitude is
xed.
In order to study the osmologial stohasti bakground, the operator (3.68) an
be speied for a Friedman-Robertson-Walker metri [33, 41℄, and the equation (3.66)
beomes
h¨+ (3H + 2
dΦ
dt
)
dh
dt
+ k2a−2h = 0, (3.69)
being  = ∂
∂t2
+3H ∂
∂t
, a(t) the sale fator and k the wave number. It has to be empha-
sized that equation (3.69) applies to any f(R) theory whose onformal transformation
an be dened as e2Φ = f ′(R). The solution, i.e. the GW amplitude, depends on the
spei osmologial bakground (i.e. a(t)) and the spei theory of gravity (i.e. Φ(t)).
For example, assuming power law behaviors for a(t) and Φ(t) = 1
2
ln f ′(R(t)), that is
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Φ(t) = f ′(R) = f ′0(
t
t0
)m, a(t) = a0(
t
t0
)n, (3.70)
it is easy to show that general relativity is reovered for m = 0 while
n =
m2 +m− 2
m+ 2
(3.71)
is the relation between the parameters for a generi f(R) = f0R
s
where s = 1− m
2
with
s |= 1 [33, 41℄. Equation (3.69) an be reast in the form
h¨+ (3n+m)t−1
dh
dt
+ k2a0(
t0
t
)2nh = 0, (3.72)
whose general solution is
h(t) = (
t0
t
)−β[C1Jα(x) + C2J−α(x)]. (3.73)
Jα's are Bessel funtions and
α =
1− 3n−m
2(n− 1) , β =
1− 3n−m
2
, x =
kt1−n
1− n (3.74)
while t0, C1, and C2 are onstants related to the spei values of n and m.
The time units are in terms of the Hubble radius H−1; n = 1/2 is a radiation-like
evolution; n = 2/3 is a dust-like evolution, n = 2 labels power-law inationary phases
and n = −5 is a pole-like ination. From eq. (3.71), a singular ase is for m = −2 and
s = 2. It is lear that the onformally invariant plane-wave amplitude evolution of the
tensor GW stritly depends on the bakground.
Now, let us re-analyze the ampliation of vauum utuations proess showing its
onnetion to the spei f(R) theory of gravity. In any inationary model, we an
assume that the reli GWs generated as zero-point utuations during the ination
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undergoes adiabatially damped osillations (∼ 1/a) until they reah the Hubble radius
H−1. This is the partile horizon for the growth of perturbations. On the other hand, any
other previous utuation is smoothed away by the inationary expansion. For a sake of
simpliity, exatly like in Setion 3.2 we will assume the standard inationary senario
for the early universe [68℄, as the WMAP data are in agreement with it (exponential
ination, spetral index ≈ 1, [100, 101℄).
The GWs freeze out for a/k ≫ H−1 and re-enter the H−1 radius after the reheating
in the Friedman era [33, 41℄. The re-enter in the radiation dominated or in the dust-
dominated era depends on the sale of the GW. After the re-enter, GWs an be deteted
by their Sahs-Wolfe eet on the temperature anisotropy
△T
T
at the deoupling [33, 41℄.
When Φ ats as the inaton we have dΦ
dt
≪ H during the ination. Considering also the
onformal time dη = dt/a, eq. (3.69) reads
h′′ + 2
γ′
γ
h′ + k2h = 0, (3.75)
where γ = aeΦand derivation is with respet to η. Ination means that a(t) = a0 exp(Ht)
and then η =
∫
dt/a = 1/(aH) and γ
′
γ
= −1
η
. The exat solution of (3.75) is
h(η) = k−3/2
√
2/k[C1(sin kη − cos kη) + C2(sin kη + cos kη)]. (3.76)
Inside the 1/H radius it is kη ≫ 1. Furthermore, onsidering the absene of gravi-
tons in the initial vauum state, we have only negative-frequeny modes and then the
adiabati behavior is
h = k1/2
√
2/π
1
aH
C exp(−ikη). (3.77)
At the rst horizon rossing (aH = k), the averaged amplitude Ah = (k/2π)
3/2|h| of
the perturbations is
Ah =
1
2π2
C (3.78)
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when the sale a/k grows larger than the Hubble radius 1/H, the growing mode of evo-
lution is onstant, that it is frozen. This situation orresponds to the limit −kη ≪ 1 in
equation (3.76). Sine Φ ats as the inaton eld, it is Φ ∼ 0 at re-enter (after the end
of ination). Then, the amplitude Ah of the wave is preserved until the seond horizon
rossing after whih it an be observed, in priniple, like an anisotropy perturbation of
the CBR. It an be shown that
△T
T
. Ah is an upper limit to Ah sine other eets an
ontribute to the bakground anisotropy [33, 41℄. From this onsideration, it is lear
that the only relevant quantity is the initial amplitude C in equation (3.77) whih is
onserved until the re-enter. Suh an amplitude diretly depends on the fundamental
mehanism generating perturbations. Ination gives rise to proesses apable of produ-
ing perturbations as zero-point energy utuations. Suh a mehanism depends on the
adopted theory of gravitation and then
△T
T
ould onstitute a further onstraint to selet
a suitable f(R)-theory. Considering a single graviton in the form of a monohromati
wave, its zero-point amplitude is derived through the ommutation relations
[h(t, x), πh(t, y)] = iδ
3(x− y) (3.79)
alulated at a xed time t, where the amplitude h is the eld and πh is the onjugate
momentum operator. Writing the Lagrangian for h
L˜ =
1
2
√
g˜g˜αβh;αh;β (3.80)
in the onformal FRW metri g˜αβ (h is onformally invariant), we obtain
πh =
∂L˜
∂(dh/dt)
= e2Φa3
dh
dt
. (3.81)
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Equation (3.79) beomes
[h(t, x),
dh
dt
(y, y)] = i
δ3(x− y)
e2Φa3
(3.82)
and the elds h and dh
dt
an be expanded in terms of reation and annihilation operators
h(t, x) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
d3k[h(t)e−ikx + h∗(t)eikx] (3.83)
dh
dt
(t, x) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
d3k[
dh
dt
(t)e−ikx +
dh
dt
∗
(t)eikx]. (3.84)
The ommutation relations in onformal time are then
[h(h′∗ − h∗h′] = i (2π)
3
e2Φa3
. (3.85)
Inserting (3.77) and (3.78), we obtain C =
√
2π2He−Φ where H and Φ are alulated at
the rst horizon rossing and then
Ah =
√
2
2
He−Φ, (3.86)
whih means that the amplitude of GWs produed during ination (beause H and
f ′(R) are omputed during ination [85℄) diretly depends on the given f(R) theory
being Φ = 1
2
ln f ′(R). Expliitly, it is
Ah =
H√
2f ′(R)
. (3.87)
Constrains on this eet arises from theories whih are not totally banned by require-
ments of osmology and Solar System tests, like the ones whih have been onsidered in
Setion 1.3. For example, as the onstrains on ε are quit strong, i.e.
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0 ≤ ε ≤ 7.2 ∗ 10−19, (3.88)
(see Setion 1.3) one gets that it has to be
Ah ∼ H√
2
. (3.89)
for the theory whih has been disussed in [103℄. Thus, suh strong onstrains leaves
little hope of deteting f(R) eet in the reli gravity-waves bakground (see also [113℄).
Summarizing, in this Setion it has been shown that amplitudes of tensor GWs are
onformally invariant and their evolution depends on the osmologial stohasti bak-
ground of GWs. Suh a bakground is tuned by a onformal salar eld whih is not
present in the standard general relativity. Assuming that primordial vauum utua-
tions produe a stohasti bakground of reli GWs, the initial amplitude of these ones
is funtion of the f(R)-theory of gravity and then the reli GWs an be, in a ertain
sense, tuned by the theory.
We are aware on the diulties on the detetion of the eet whih has been onsidered
[82, 85, 113℄, however this nal analysis has been added for a sake of ompleteness.
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4 Final remarks and
aknowledgments
4.1 Final remarks
After the First introdutory Chapter, where motivations on the extension of General
Relativity have been disussed from a theoretial point of view and ompared with the
requirements of phenomenology, the Seond Chapter has been the Core of this Ph.D
Thesis. In fat, the fundamental goal of this Ph.D Thesis was to ompute aurate
angular and frequeny dependent response funtions of interferometers for gravitational
waves arising from various Theories of Gravity, i.e. General Relativity and Extended
Theories of Gravity. In the ase of Extended Theories, both massless and massive
gravitational waves have been onsidered. It has to be realled that, in the literature
whih ame before the papers founding this Ph.D Thesis, suh response funtions have
been omputed, in general, only in the low-frequeny approximation. The generaliza-
tion whih has been presented has been reently disussed into a part of the sienti
ommunity [67, 71, 72, 73, 78, 79, 80, 85, 87, 102, 111, 113℄.
Several authors in the reent literature emphasized the importane of the frequeny
dependene in the response funtions, for example Grishhuk [63℄, Rakhmanov [50, 74℄
and Cornish [75℄.
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In details, Chapter 2 has been organized in the following way. In Setion 2.1 a disus-
sion on the importane of both of the weak-eld approximation and the gravitational
radiation into the framework of gravity theories has been performed. In Setion 2.2, fol-
lowing the papers [44, 46, 47℄, the response funtions of interferometers to GWs arising
from standard General Relativity have been omputed. In Setion 2.3 the disussion has
been further improved onsidering the important issue of the magneti omponent of
gravitational waves, following [47, 62, 64℄. This issue arises from the enlightening analy-
sis of Baskaran and Grishhuk in ref. [63℄. After this, the ase of massless salar-tensor
gravity has been onsidered in Setion 2.4, following the analysis in [28℄. In Setion
2.5 the analysis has been extended to f(R) theories of gravity following the papers
[30, 31, 44, 45℄.
In the nal Setion 2.6, a disussion of the presented results has been performed,
showing that, assuming an improvement in the sensitivity of advaned projets, the pre-
sented frequeny-dependent response funtions ould, in priniple, help to disriminate
between various gravity-theories, while suh a potential disrimination will be impos-
sible onsidering only the low-frequeny approximation response funtions of previous
literature.
In Chapter 3 the analysis has been translated in the framework of the most important
osmologial soure of gravitational radiation, i.e. the stohasti bakground of reli
GWs. Even if suh a study ould appear outside ontext, in our personal opinion,
the link between Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 is the fat that this Ph.D Thesis has to
be onsidered an analysis of signals and interferometri response funtions, and, in a
osmologial framework, reli GWs represent the most important signal whih ould be,
in priniple, deteted.
After a haraterization of the Standard (i.e. whih arises from Einstein General
Relativity) stohasti bakground of GWs in Setion 3.1, also showing that without the
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frequeny-dependent response funtions presented in the Seond Chapter the total signal
would be overestimated, in Setion 3.2 the primordial prodution of the salar omponent
arising from massless Salar Tensor Gravity has been analyzed and tuned with the reent
WMAP data on Cosmi Bakground Radiation. After this, in Setion 3.3 an analysis on
the potential detetion of suh a salar omponent with a ross-orrelation between two
antennas has been performed. Then, in Setion 3.4, a spei ross-orrelation between
the Virgo interferometer and the MiniGRAIL resonant sphere has been studied, in the
same ontext of a hypothetial detetion of the salar omponent and emphasizing that
suh a potential detetion ould be important for the viability of Salar Tensor Gravity.
In the nal Setion 3.5 we have shown that a trae of f(R) theories of gravity ould
be, in priniple, present in reli GWs, even if the possibility of detet suh a eet is
quite diult [82, 85, 113℄.
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